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For many of us, one of the journeys of our lives is to

find peace with the way we were parented. Women,

especially, seem to need to understand themselves in

the context of their mothers (if only not to become

her!). As I sorted through the truths and mythologies of

fifty-eight years of life with my mother, I realized that

many of the lessons we teach our children are not what

we intended. My mother bequeathed to me her

stubbornness and strength, which I have used to

challenge authority and power – quite the opposite

from the way she used those traits. Also by reverse

example, she taught me about the need to respect and

trust children. Similarly, her silence about so many

things taught me about the importance of speaking out

about that and many other things.

It hasn’t shut me up!
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to my mother Kathileen Worfolk (1909-2008)

and my daughters Heidi (1972)

and Melanie (1973)

and to my husband and best friend Rolf

who is also my biggest fan and best critic,

and who published my first poems



Advice for a Daughter

I cannot teach you to sing, daughter,

and my joints give me an excuse

not to dance.

But sit here beside me in the shade

and listen to me

while I show you how to hold

the ripe pear of your childhood

in your hand so carefully.

But don’t let it fall.

Watch me as I gently squeeze out

the juice, controlling the drips just so,

and drawing out the best

from the women who came before.



It Hasn’t Shut Me Up

I have been writing poetry and the occasional short essay since I

was a young teenager. But when I began working as a writer and a

journalist in my late twenties, I had a sense of coming home, that I

was doing work that perfectly fit my temperament and personality.

In fact, I felt a sense of relief that I was finally justified in asking

questions! I’m known in my family as a questioner and a

communicator (a “chatterbox” to some). I name problems and

issues. Questioning, analyzing, describing, and challenging are how

I understand things. I have never outgrown asking, “Why?”. If I can

understand someone’s motivation and perspective, I can accept

their behavior, and maybe even conjure up some patience. And I

have always believed (stubbornly but incorrectly, as I’m finally

having to admit, because it takes two to have a discussion) that any

problem can be solved if enough words are thrown at it.

At any rate, my curiosity meets my inner chatterbox child quite

often as I go about my day seeking understanding and mumbling

questions that are, more often than not, rhetorical.

I am this way because I wasn’t always this way. I grew up being

told to keep quiet and not to question. “Curiosity killed the cat,”

snapped my maternal grandmother to whatever question I posed.

Sharing my feelings and ideas, and commenting on what was

happening around me was also taboo. “Hold your tongue,” she

would tell me when I began to chatter. Conversation was for adults

and learning was a passive, listening sort of experience. “If God had

wanted you to talk more than listen, he’d have given you two

mouths and one ear,” admonished my mother when I would try to

involve myself in dinner table chat. “Little pitchers have big ears,”

she cautioned mysteriously when the adults wanted to discuss one

of the many interesting topics that were off-limits to a child.

“Children are to be seen and not heard,” concluded my grand-

mother. So I had very few conversations with the adults in my life.

Nor was there much respect for my thoughts and ideas, let alone

patience with my questions.

I resented being silenced. As a teenager, I began to reject the

silence and awkwardly tried to find my voice; when I found it, I

exercised it, with increasing courage and confidence. As a young



mother, I was determined to encourage my daughters’ questions,

to respect their opinions, and to include them in conversations.

Because we can’t give our children what we don’t have, I had to

learn on my own – by trial and error – how to communicate with

kindness, to listen without judgment, and to empathize.

Although I eventually tore down the wall of silence that my

mother and grandmother built, I have not been as successful

understanding why it was there. They’re both dead now, as are all

my aunts and uncles. My questions about their lives – and about

why they were so determined to shut me up – will never really be

answered. Nevertheless, I’m quite sure that those two strong

women privately resented being silenced in their own nineteenth

and twentieth century lives. At the same time, I think they truly

believed that what I didn’t know wouldn’t hurt me. Perhaps their

longing to be heard was the secret from which they wanted to

protect me.

My mother and grandmother were not alone in frowning on my

communication style. Even though I’ve learned tact and grace over

the years, other people still occasionally counsel me not to ask so

many questions, to bite my tongue, to know my place. Our society

seems to work better when people live like that. But I like to learn

and know that questioning is the most direct route to learning. And

since the older I get the less certain I am of having any answers,

nobody has been able to shut me up.

Journal writing is one of the ways I pursue answers. My public

questioning often finds its way to my blog. A few years ago, I began

to develop some blog posts into essays that I planned to gather

together into a book of memoirs. The purpose was two-fold.

Although I’ve been writing for close to four decades about

unschooling, with my two daughters Heidi (born in 1972) and

Melanie (born in 1973) as my inspiration, much of that writing has

focused on advice, advocacy, and change-making, and hasn’t been

particularly personal. I wanted to remedy that, to explore a genre

where I didn’t have to be so formal and careful, where I might not

always feel safe. I also wanted to write about being a daughter,

since I have spent a great deal of my adulthood sorting out an

unsatisfying relationship with my mother, who died in 2008 at the

age of ninety-nine.



Beyond providing my readers with a look at what life was like in

my unschooling family – and an inkling of how we got there – I saw a

few themes running through the essays (and my life). The main one

involves trust and respect, something that is the cornerstone of

unschooling and of my parenting. Those were also some of the

things I had to learn about (and give to myself) in order to give them

to my children; my parents felt that children were obligated to

respect their elders, but not the reverse. As I healed from the lack of

trust and respect I received from my mother, I found respect for

her. And I discovered that understanding – that thing which I’ve

always pursued – can lead to compassion. So I wanted to share my

discovery of tolerance, and of trust and respect that moves

backwards to our parents as well as forwards to our children.

“Meaning makes a great many things tolerable – perhaps

everything,” wrote Carl Jung.

However, I struggled with the writing. The risk that I had

wanted to take in writing about myself sat staring at me like the lens

of the webcam perched atop my monitor. I was also finding there

were limits to using my experience as a daughter to understand and

benefit my role as a mother. And as I began to weave together the

two stories of my relationships with my mother and my daughters, I

realized that there are some things that I might never understand,

some insights I might not have or be able to pass along. I was also

aware that I didn’t want to dehumanize my mother as I railed

against her treatment of me. So while I didn’t exactly have writer’s

block, the book languished.

Then, one Sunday afternoon, my husband Rolf suggested that I

put together a collection of my poems for publication. I smiled

fondly at him and kept doing magazine layout. But he’d planted the

idea and I’ve learned to take his ideas seriously. (I should add that

the first thing our company published back in 1976 was a little

chapbook of my poetry that he prepared as a surprise for me. I

didn’t accept that gift very gracefully at the time; wanting to control

my image and thus which poems were included, I was self-

conscious about the selection and presentation. So this one’s for

you, Rolf!)

At any rate, when I took a break from magazine work later that

afternoon, I had a look at some of the poems, many of which are



more than twenty years old. As I read, I realized that they were, for

the most part, the elusive missing pieces of the memoir – threads

that could be interwoven with the essays and some photos to

create a whole tapestry.

Reading through those poems also chased away the fear that

was lingering around the edges of my stories. Once I realized that

risk is one of the themes of the book (and one of the original

motivators for it), I was off and writing once again. Apparently, I

could have been more patient with myself and trusted the process

of working through the fear of losing my voice that accompanies

every writing blockage!

I have attempted to write plainly and with honesty – about my

childhood, my mother, my mothering, and my daughters. I have

tried not to put words into my mother’s and my daughters’ mouths,

and to always be aware that in these pages their lives are filtered

through the lens of my perspective. I hope I’ve been able to treat

them with respect while telling what is, after all, my own story.

So here I am, the imperfect daughter of an imperfect mother,

and still not shut up. And here is this collection of my stories about

being a woman who has tried to be a caring, respectful daughter

and a mother who has sought to parent more respectfully and

consciously than she was parented. I hope you will find something

here that speaks to you, and that you, too, will retain or regain your

unique voice. Our wisdom as daughters and as mothers deserves to

be shared.



The Perfect Life

(and if not that, the perfect poem)

When I have too much trouble,

I write poetry,

little tales that I can control,

turning angst into joy

trying to create the closure

that is never possible.

Moving the words around

helps me process the past,

which still resides

in my cells and pores

and makes me every age

I ever was.

All I’m looking for

is contentment

and the perfect poem.



The House Where I Grew Up

The house where I grew up has changed.

It’s smaller,

the rough stucco covered by

smooth metal boards.

My friend Lynn’s yard is smaller too,

the house next door neater,

and the elm tree gone.

It’s now the kind of street where

when you park there

they look out between lace curtains

wondering if they should call the police

about the car idling in front of their house.

I’m a stranger on the street

where a pigtailed five-year-old

walked to school with a handkerchief

pinned to her red sweater,

where a boyfriend arrived

embarrassingly on his bicycle,

where lace and perfume hid

the sticky evidence of love.

I want to call to the faces behind the curtains

that I belong here, wasn’t trespassing

as I walked in their overgrown alley,

poked through the wood fence boards

looking for my mother’s sweet peas.

The gypsy woman’s house on the corner

looks harmless now but I can taste the fear

that still makes me speed my pace

as I walk by, past the house

where the girl lived who we shunned

after her red-spotted dress

betrayed our womanhood…



A frantic dream,

a comic book

where I didn’t belong,

couldn’t stay long,

as my walk

turned into a run

my memory on fire

for the last block

realizing

I haven’t gone anywhere.

My father and mother (and Daisy),

in the backyard of the house where I grew up.These photos

were taken in 1948, two years before I was born.



The Scenery of My Childhood

I am an only child, born in a medium-sized Canadian working class

city in 1950. Because my parents had tried for eleven years to get

pregnant, a great deal of excitement and anxiety surrounded my

birth. My mother was forty-one years old at the time, and my father

turned forty-eight ten days before I was born.

According to photographs, I was a chubby

toddler, but a skinny five-year-old. “Growing like

a weed,” my mother would say, a comparison

that worried me because she definitely didn’t

like weeds.

My hair was skinny too, and straight, much

to my disgust and, apparently, hers. I often wore

it in two braids with grosgrain ribbon bows at

the ends. The braiding process was painful; each

overlapping strand of hair was yanked efficiently

and tightly. When I got dressed up (which was

often, since my mother enjoyed sewing us

mother-and-daughter outfits, complete with

matching hats and purses), my hair would be tight little loops that

had been just as painfully rolled up in curlers the night before; all I

got for the misery of sleeping on hard plastic lumps was a set of

curls that lasted a few hours. Once a year or so – usually just before

Easter and Christmas – I spent a smelly Saturday afternoon getting a

Toni home perm (the kid version was called a Tonette), which didn’t

have much effect either. After I enjoyed (or at least my mother did)

kinky curls for a few weeks, my hair would inevitably revert to

hanging limp and straight. But still my mother persevered in her

determination to have a curly-headed daughter.

Also part of the scenery of my childhood was my grumpy and

silencing maternal grandmother. My dad’s mother died before I

was born, so Nan was my only grandmother. And I wanted a nice,

fairytale, one. But Nan wasn’t that; she was, instead, a forbidding

puzzle, and I preferred her husband – my mother’s stepfather –

instead. She was rough around the edges like an unpolished stone,

in stark contrast to her lovely name of Ruby. Maybe she wasn’t

always so gruff because she had named her firstborn daughter – my



mother – Pearl. Subsequent children had more

common names like Mary and John. For reasons

she never shared, my mother hated the name

Pearl and, instead, used her middle name of

Kathileen.

Nan certainly had plenty of reasons to be

grumpy. When my mother was very young, the

family of four moved from Winnipeg where my mother was born to

Grassy Lake, a small village in southern Alberta, where her father

started a newspaper. My mother told me a few stories of her life on

the prairie, usually timed to illustrate how hard her childhood had

been compared to my easy life, and to tell me to stop complaining

because my skirts weren’t as short as my friends’ or because I

wasn’t allowed to stay out as late as they were. I wish I had listened

more closely.

Apparently, at age six or seven she had to feed the chickens; to

kill, clean, and pluck the turkey; and fatten and then help slaughter

the pig. Once, a tornado picked her and her little brother up and

flung them across a field. When she was nine, in 1918, her father

bought a newspaper back in eastern Ontario, where his mother –

my great grandmother – lived. He moved first, leaving my

grandmother to sell the paper, pack up their belongings with my

mother’s help, and travel east on the train with an assortment of

young children, including baby twins who traveled at either end of a

big wicker basket.

Shortly after the move east, my grandfather died in the Spanish

Influenza epidemic. My grandmother soon remarried, gave birth to

six more children, one of whom died at birth, and the family moved

to Toronto.

Unfortunately for me as an only child of older parents, my

mother wasn’t close to any of those many siblings or their kids. So in

spite of the large extended family, I spent a great deal of time alone

(in the house so I wouldn’t get dirty or hurt). My parents reluctantly

sent their clumsy introvert to swimming lessons once; I came home

from the first one crying because I thought the instructor was trying

to drown me, and that was the end of that. I spent a lot of time with

my imagination and, from the time I learned to read, with my “nose

in a book.” When I did manage to get outside to play tag or



hide-and-seek with the neighborhood kids, my participation would

inevitably end with a scraped knee or banged chin. Since my skin is

fair and freckled, just like my dad’s, these outdoor experiences

would also usually involve sunburn.

My dad was a small, sensitive, and physically

weak man who suffered from a number of

ailments, including two ulcers and a heart

condition. He seemed to subsist on a diet of white

bread and milk, and would regularly leave the

dinner table to vomit up his meal in the

bathroom, which was right off the kitchen where

we ate. When I was thirteen, he had an operation

that removed two-thirds of his stomach; that is

what passed as a “cure” for ulcers in those days.

After the operation, his stomach pain seemed to

migrate to his heart. He developed angina and, especially when we

went for our neighborhood walks, he was forever taking little white

pills for attacks of heart pain that made his face turn frighteningly

gray.

I think he also had a nervous breakdown at one point; my

mother and I came home from church one Sunday morning to find

him sitting in his big green Lazy Boy chair sobbing. Or maybe he just

couldn’t take the physical pain anymore. I worried about him a lot.

In spite of my questions (or perhaps by then I had stopped asking),

nobody told me the details of his illnesses. They didn’t share much

else that went on in our family; they always tried to shelter me from

disturbing things.

Some of my earliest memories involve my paternal grandfather

– Granddad – who had helped my parents buy their little

two-bedroom house and then lived in it with us until he died seven

years later. He was extremely patient with a little girl and her dolls

and he let me peel tobacco-flecked Vicks cough drops off the

bottom of the drawer in his nightstand; he and I were great pals

until his senility turned him cruel. I didn’t know about senility then,

and cried for hours thinking I had done something wrong when he

demanded that I return the little “emerald” birth stone ring he’d

given me a year before. Then one morning, as he walked to meet

his buddies at the bowling alley a few streets away, he had what I



guess was a major stroke. I was six years old

and the school was right across the road from

our house. It was recess time when the

ambulance came and my mother, thinking to

shelter me even in the midst of chaos, phoned

the school and had me taken inside on some

false errand. When I got home from school,

Granddad had mysteriously disappeared and

plans were underway to renovate his bedroom

so that I could stop sleeping on a cot in the

living room.

In the same way that lack of information left me with the

assumption that I was responsible for Granddad’s odd behavior, I

erroneously thought I was responsible for my dad’s ulcers. In those

days, stomach ulcers were blamed on stress, rather than bacteria

and cigarette smoking. And I must have been stressful, with my

incessant questioning and chattering, and all those clumsy

accidents. My mother was constantly shushing me up and telling

me not to “upset” my dad. She must have felt miserable and scared

a lot of the time. Nevertheless, feeling responsible for things that

had nothing to do with me was a legacy that took decades to shake.

Even now, when Rolf has a stomach upset, I have to breathe deeply

and remind myself that I didn’t cause it.

Before my dad got really sick, he and I spent a lot of time

together. Actually, it was more like I’d hang around while he did his

own stuff. I don’t think he really knew how to be with a child. So

we’d sit quietly side by side on the porch steps while he watered the

grass. Sometimes he’d let me hold the hose. Or I’d watch while he

puttered at his work bench in the basement; sometimes he’d let me

hold a piece of wood or a hammer, but he was afraid I’d hurt myself

and I don’t think it occurred to him to teach me how to use his tools

safely, being that I was a girl after all. One of my favorite things to do

was accompany him on his monthly walks to the nearby fire station,

where he’d donate a pile of Popular Mechanics and Popular Science

magazines to the firefighters. Best of all was when we’d squeeze

together in his green vinyl reclining chair, each of us reading a book

or magazine.



He died when I was fifteen, taken away to the hospital in the

night after a heart attack. One evening, I went to bed and in the

morning he was gone; I never saw him again. If my mother cried, it

wasn’t in my presence. And, once again, nobody thought to help me

mourn. I was confused, heartbroken, and scared. I wasn’t going to

be allowed to attend his funeral, but my same-age cousin

intervened with his father – my dad’s brother – who wasn’t going to

allow my cousin to go either. Looking back almost five decades, I

realize that was the beginning of many things – my rejection of

religion, my loss of respect for my mother, my examination of the

way children and young people are treated in our culture.

The emotional fallout from my dad’s death eventually took a

short-term back seat to boyfriends and other teenaged pleasures.

But I retained a sense of melancholy that I didn’t connect to its

cause until finally, unexpectedly, I mourned his death when I was in

my late forties. With that, I finally purged the anger that I hadn’t

even realized I’d been carrying around for all those years against my

mother for not helping me deal with his death. For the first time, I

realized that she had been nine when her own father had died.

Knowing what I do about my grandmother, I’m guessing she was no

role model for helping her young daughter mourn.

My dad and I, early 1960s.



Pictures of My Grandmother

I spend hours staring at her face,

trying to find the lifeline,

to understand the connection

with the woman in the photos.

I wonder why –

the young girl, the bride, the old woman

– none of them smile.

Her girlhood love

(father of my mother

and the family’s first writer)

taken by influenza when she was too young.

Moving children east from Alberta

by train in 1918.

Ten births.

A second husband dead

in spite of her nursing.

I barely noticed when she died.

All I have left are frowns in photos above my desk.

There’s nothing of her here

but my words

and her ring

a clouded stone

with a tiny fish skeleton

that I’m too scared to wear

in case it’s as brittle as the memories…

of fear, encountering her crumbling old age

creeping through our house at Christmas,

and of how she moved

from one daughter’s house

to another.

Now, I listen to my own daughter’s joy,

recall my mother’s

inherited frown,

and wonder at what point

the pain was erased.



Weddings: Ruby, Kathileen, Wendy, Melanie



House

I write outside although

my hands are too cold to type

and the sun is too bright

to read the words on the screen.

I’ve lugged furniture and plants,

candles and dishes outside

onto this porch, impatient for summer

and wary of the changes I’ve invoked

by inviting my mother to live in my house.

I am creating a cozy space

where I can continue the solitary work

of identifying the emotions

that housed my childhood,

of naming the fears of midlife,

and of remembering

that my daughters

need to pursue

what they want,

not what I didn’t have.



Different Ages and Different Stages

One of my favorite photographs

of my mother was taken in

1937, when she was an elegant

twenty-eight years old. She is

standing on the boardwalk in Ocean

Grove, New Jersey, her back

alluringly to the camera. She is

wearing a mid-calf, finely crocheted

two-piece dress, sheer stockings,

and slingback pumps. Her hair is

styled in a short, wavy bob. Facing

the camera is a uniformed security

guard, slouching and smiling admir-

ingly. She was on vacation with my

dad, who took the photo (I wonder if

she knew!), and his parents.

My parents didn’t get married

until two years later, at the end of

the Great Depression. At the time of the photo, my mother was the

only one of the eleven people in her family who had a job, which is

why she waited to get married. But she looks happy in the photos

from that trip – well dressed, very attractive, and smolderingly in

love.

By the time I was born in 1950, the photos show an older

woman in sensible shoes and surrounded by baby paraphernalia,

the family dog, and lace doilies. Her hairdos were more matronly

and her clothes– even the ones she sewed for special occasions and

trips, lacked the elegance of twenty years earlier. The photo albums

provided stark documentation of my mother transforming from

young, independent, working woman to the epitome of 1950s

housewife. That always made me uncomfortable: “Is that what

marriage and motherhood does?” I wondered.

Those few photos don’t tell the whole story, though. As the

eldest child, she bore a lot of responsibility for her brood of younger

siblings. Another black and white photo from the early 1960s shows

her with some of those siblings as a demure, bespectacled



middle-aged woman in sensible shoes, on the right hand side of a

line-up with her three younger sisters, with their elderly mother in

the middle. The aunts had fashionable hair, lots of make-up, pencil

skirts, and skinny heels. That wasn’t her style, nor was their

smoking and gin drinking. The occasion must have been

somebody’s wedding because three of them are wearing hats, and

my mother rarely got together with them at any other time. In fact,

she disapproved of them all, something I could never understand

because the sisters treated my grandparents wonderfully well. And

I thought those aunts were so

much more interesting and fun

than my parents. But then, being

an only child, I have never really

understood sibling relationships

– even (or especially) that of my

two daughters. Lately, I’ve

wondered if my mother resented

her sisters’ freedom and the

amount of responsibility she was given (or took on) for them

growing up. Ironically, she outlived every one of her sisters and

brothers.

Even if I didn’t understand my mother’s disapproval of her

sisters, I recognized it when it was focused on me. I knew that I was

here to be who my parents wanted me to be. I was, in effect, an

object – the child they had tried to conceive for eleven years…the

one they had imagined and idealized for all those years, rather than

the person I actually turned out to be. I was a much loved object,

but my value was largely based on how proud I made them feel. And

I worked very hard at that. I was usually polite, only rarely got my

white pleated wool skirt dirty or my patent leather shoes scuffed,

achieved mostly high marks in school, kept my voice low, and tried

not to embarrass them. As a child, I knew what it took to make them

happy.

When my mother was disappointed in me, she became quiet –

like the quiet of the library, at church, or in the graveyard where my

paternal grandparents were buried. I understood that silence to be

disapproval, blaming, and shaming. Even as a teenager, I would try

to figure out what I had done wrong when she got that way. Later



on, as I began to understand the ramifications of having shouldered

blame for my father’s illness, and wanting to give up on guilt and

shame, I decided to stop feeling responsible for her state of mind. A

longer period of time was required for me to learn to give love

unconditionally.

Meanwhile, the older I got, the more disappointment there

was. My mother was managing menopause while I was being

propelled into puberty. As author Dr. Christiane Northrup says,

menopause is puberty in reverse. So my mother and I were

experiencing many of the same hormonal issues at the same time.

How difficult life must have been for her coping with a sick husband,

a difficult teenager, and her own aging.

Neither of us understood what the other was dealing with. Nor

was she able to provide me with any guidance for dealing with my

tangle of emotions, let alone my first menstrual period. We never

talked about how we were feeling, just went

around slamming doors on each other. Talk

about health, or sex, or anything to do with our

bodies – other than the optimal size and shape

(which meant small and thin) – was taboo. All I

knew about sex was that I was somehow

supposed to manage not to become pregnant

until some unspecified time in the future.

By the time I was fifteen and we were both

struggling with my dad’s death, we were living on opposite sides of

a cavern. She was fifty-six; that seems young to me, now that I’m

older than that. But in the sexy, skinny, pumped-up 1960s, she

probably felt old. Her hair was hardly gray but her heart was

shriveled; mine was just getting juicy.

I was surprised to discover that growing up meant more than

red stained underwear and serial angst. I apparently had some

unspecified sort of power; many years later I recognized that it had

to do with my attractiveness. Occasionally, my mother would

unexpectedly launch into a story (I think there was only one, or

maybe it just seemed that way) about how much fun she had as a

young girl “playing the field” and going to parties with a whole gang

of friends. That her story was supposed to keep me – an introvert

whose ears ring when I’m around more than five people – from



getting so hooked on one guy that I’d get pregnant didn’t register

until much later. What it did was encourage me to break a bunch of

hearts; when strong feelings and urges made themselves known, I

practiced the unceremonious dump – a move that I got pretty good

at, unfortunately.

When I was nineteen, thinking there must be a better way not

to get pregnant and therefore disappoint my mother any more than

I already had (and at the urging of a boyfriend I didn’t want to dump

but later did, in favor of happiness rather than his moroseness, and

then Rolf) I went to our family doctor and got a prescription for

birth control pills. Perhaps feeling guilty, the doctor phoned my

mother before I’d had time to get home. I’ve never forgiven the

poor, now long-dead man for telling her that. To my surprise, she

cried for days, saying that I had hurt and disappointed her; once

again, it was all about her and not about me.

My first thought was to walk away. I knew (even if I couldn’t yet

articulate it very well) that I needed to be myself rather than the

daughter she wanted. I had already intellectually rejected many of

the things with which I’d been brought up – the coercive and

manipulative parenting, the racism and sexism, the fear. And now

she had cut the last thread of respect. I don’t know where I found

the wisdom, but I decided to quietly move out of her home and

keep in touch with her from a distance, rather than angrily severing

all ties, which I later would have regretted.

A year or so later, when I quit my new teaching job because I

hated it, she was also hurt, this time because that had been her

dream for me because it was her dream job. When I married Rolf

after having known him for only four months, she and her friends

figured I was pregnant (I wasn’t) and that, of course, had been her

worst fear. So, although she was relieved that I was off her hands,

she didn’t seem very happy about the wedding. For the next

thirty-eight years, she called Rolf “Ross” or “Ron” and seldom

addressed him directly in conversation. In the same way that some

people act with children or the elderly, she would ask me, in his

presence, “Does Rolf want potatoes with his ham?”

The two of us did manage to please her with the “gift” of

granddaughters. After a few years of marriage, Rolf and I decided

that the time had come to stop avoiding pregnancy, even though I



was only twenty-one. I hadn’t liked having an “old” mother. And, in

an extreme and careless over-reaction to being an only child, my

high school year book bio had noted my plan to have thirteen

children. Rolf had taken me at my word. So it was time to get

started. Heidi was born the day before I turned twenty-two and

Melanie was born eighteen months later.

In many ways, I wasn’t ready to be a mother. And the panic that

ensued (“I don’t even know myself yet!”) prompted me to change

my mind about having a large family. Nevertheless, I hope the

energy and open-mindedness that my youth brought to our small

family’s adventure made up for anything negative that my

immaturity – and lack of having healed my childhood wounds –

may have contributed. Fortunately for my future as both a mother

and a daughter, I had realized by then that family loves us for who

we are, more than for what we do, and that creating some distance

in a relationship (or even choosing not to see someone) does not

mean we don’t love them.

Even after I became a mother, the four decades between my

mother’s age and mine made it difficult for me to find common

ground with her. We had opposing attitudes, opinions,

philosophies, beliefs, politics, and perspectives about just about

everything. But in spite of all that, I carefully (sometimes

obsessively) crafted a balance of connection and distance – mostly

for the sake of her relationship with Heidi and Melanie.

That apparently disappointed her too. She wished we were

closer – but to the daughter she wanted, rather than the one she

had. Since she wasn’t a person who counted small blessings, I’m

pretty sure she didn’t appreciate the fact that we had even that

much of a relationship. And I’m very sure it didn’t occur to her that

we almost didn’t have one at all.

Off and on, over the years, I tried unsuccessfully to engage her

in conversation about what she was feeling – seeking to understand

her (and myself), or at least get to know her better. But she kept her

emotional distance and continue to talk about safe topics: the

weather, her health, and her granddaughters.

Although I disappointed my mother by steadfastly being myself

rather than the woman she wanted me to be, I try not to be

disappointed by her now. She was the best parent she knew how to



be, and nobody is free of faults; in fact, we’re all a product of what

came before, at least until we realize that. (Realizing, in my late

teens, that my parents hadn’t always been right was both scary and

liberating...and later, that helped me develop and feel confident in

my own parenting philosophy.)

My mother was one in a line of strong women who helped me

become the woman I am – a communicator who has moved beyond

her and grandmother’s example of stoicism and survival towards

trying to do something positive in the world. I still wonder, though,

who my mother really was and what she really wanted from her

life…and if she ever got any of it.



Re-Birth

I thought having children

would make me bolder

but I’m still a scrawny adolescent

when my mother fixes me

with that fierce frown.

They say that a woman ends up

mothering her mother

when her daughters are grown.

But the cycle is disrupted

because I gave birth to them

before I was fully born myself.

With Heidi and Melanie, 1974



Holding Pattern

(for Heidi)

Did you notice that all the gifts you gave me were containers?

A little round box I’d admired in the store,

a clay pot with holes in the lid for compost,

a bubbled glass bottle with a cork,

and a wooden box for my music.

Later, impressed with my carpentry skills

as we built crates for your books,

you asked if I could make you a house…

it’s only a larger receptacle, you said.

Did you know I’ve always made containers?

Sheets over a card table, blankets for a tent,

warm wombs to enclose my vulnerability.

Now that I’m grown, I sort and organize

my life into boxes and cupboards, carefully

letting out the mysteries, stuffing in the pain,

the containment of my life

arranged around me like the old woman

who sits on the sidewalk

by the empty shop on Bloor Street.



My maternal grandmother, her second husband, and my mother (top

row right) and some of her siblings. Late 1920s in Long Branch,

Ontario (now part of Toronto).

My first day of school,

September 6, 1955.



When I Grow Up

I got good marks in school, although I didn’t work very hard. I was

also quiet and well behaved, so my teachers liked me. But there

was always an undercurrent of restlessness and hints of the person

I’d be when I grew up.

One of my early school memories is confusion because the

other five-year-old girls wouldn’t let the boys into the kindergarten

playhouse. Because boys were the only kids on my street of my age,

I’d played mostly with them until then, so it seemed strange to

exclude them. Although I neither said nor did anything to change

this sudden discrimination, the discomfort stayed with me for many

years.

My mother – who had hadn’t attended high school in order to

help support her family – took a huge interest in my schooling.

When asked a year or so before she died why she was so involved

with my elementary school, her answer was, “Because Wendy

needed me.” I didn’t, actually; in fact, her constant presence often

smothered and embarrassed me. It gave me the message that she

thought I was too inept to cope on my own. In reality, it was mostly

about her needs – she needed me to need her. She would have

loved to have had a job, but that wasn’t allowed in my family, so she

volunteered and I was her connection to life on the outside. She

started a number of church-based organizations to keep me

occupied, ran the parents’ Home and School group for a while, and

became friendly with my teachers.

I did my share of daydreaming at school (even got my knuckles

rapped with a wooden chalkboard pointer once or twice because I

was staring out the window), but I was usually “Teacher’s Pet” and

got away with quite a bit. That didn’t make me very popular among

my peers, but I wasn’t bothered by that. I do recall that I kept

wondering when the they would teach me something I didn’t know,

such as how to think “properly” (which was a big concern for me),

rather than just making me parrot back what I’d memorized. There

wasn’t much at school in which I was interested, other than reading

and writing, both of which I did at home anyway. I was successful at

spelling bees, even though I found it hard to concentrate under the

stress of competition and all those watching eyes. Nevertheless, I



won a trophy in a grade six public speaking contest and acted in a

few school plays. In high school, I realized I’d rather write plays than

act in them, and stage manage or even produce productions.

Even though I enjoyed acting and public speaking, my

introversion, shyness, and dread of being in front of the class were a

problem in many courses. I hated math and found what they called

“mental arithmetic” very difficult because I was slow computing the

answers without paper. The teacher would do these drills every

morning, and I would slouch down in my seat hoping that I would

become invisible so she wouldn’t call on me. (Of course, that, in the

perverse way of school teachers, was her cue to call on me.) If you

didn’t know the answer, you had to remain standing. At the end of

the class, I would invariably be the only person still standing, an

experience I found humiliating. For some reason, I always ended up

with good math marks.

At some point around grade seven, I decided that I wasn’t

musical, although I had sung in both school and church choirs for

years and nobody had told me to shut up. This was when we began

to take music seriously in school, studying its mechanics rather than

actually doing it. I began to equate musical scales with multiplica-

tion tables in the category of something I would never be able to

learn and therefore involved humiliation. So when I was called upon

in class to sing a scale on command, I froze. My face would turn red

and a croak would be the only thing I could coax out of my uptight

throat.

Those experiences were to become the foundation of my adult

anti-school activism. They taught me that:

• Learning will not happen when we feel insecure or shamed.

• Children can be trusted to learn what they need to know,

when they need to know it.

• Real learning is driven by curiosity, need, and interest.

• Competition might motivate memorization, but

memorization and regurgitation are not learning.

• Grades are not a measure of what you’re good at.

• Not being good at something (or not getting a good grade at

it in school) is no reason not to pursue it and doesn’t mean

you can’t enjoy it.



• Children should be respected as people, in the same way

that adults are.

Fortunately, it never occurred to me that I could be a rocket

scientist or an opera singer, so aside from demolishing my fragile

adolescent self-esteem and ensuring I’d always have a math phobia

and only sing to myself and my babies, these apparent deficiencies

in math and music didn’t become liabilities. Actually, there were

few career paths that did occur to me. Girls could be nurses or

teachers. The really beautiful, adventuresome ones might end up

being airline stewardesses, but in those days I didn’t see myself as

either attractive or brave. For a while, when I was still in elementary

school, I fantasized about being a journalist or a travel agent.

Nobody in my family had gone to university and nobody suggested I

go there either. Everybody, including my mother (who was the

driving force behind most things in our family) assumed that since I

was such a good student I would end up being a teacher. So along

with what seemed to be half of my high school graduating class, I

went off to teachers’ college for a year. I was eighteen years old.

I did well there too. And I was the only one of my friends to

actually score a teaching job. What disappointment and

disillusionment to discover that I was spending most of my time

yelling at ten-year-old boys to keep them from swinging from the

lights and jumping out the windows! They were not interested in

my carefully planned lessons and colorfully decorated bulletin

boards. In fact, they didn’t want to be there at all. And, I quickly

realized, neither did I. So, contrary to everything I had been taught

about stoicism in the face of disappointment, I terminated my

career as a school teacher.

My mother wasn’t interested in my philosophical explanations

about what was wrong with schools. But it took me thirty years to

realize that she had been devastated by my quitting that teaching

job. Teaching school embodied everything she felt she’d missed in

life: academics, respect, independence. And when I rejected the

career that she’d expected me to embrace, she took it personally. If

that wasn’t enough of an insult to her expectations and ambitions

for me, I proceeded to hammer the idea of teaching to death as I

became an advocate for living as if school doesn’t exist!



Denial

You can’t possibly be hungry, you just ate.

You can’t be tired, you’ve slept.

You can’t feel unloved, you have a mother.

How can you have your own life

after all we’ve done for you?



This is Not Poetry

When I was a child, I told myself

that I wouldn’t get what I wanted

so I wouldn’t be disappointed.

Don’t get too big for your britches,

my mother said.

Stop crying or I’ll give you

something to cry about.

Eat so the children in China won’t starve.

I left the lima beans and ate my tears instead,

trying desperately to be seen and not heard,

controlling my feelings until I was afraid of them.

Now, I lean my broom against the wall

and sit for a while on the cement step.

If I smoked this would be a good time.

I need an absent daughter to hold my hand

and to remind me who I am…

This isn’t poetry, it’s a midlife crisis.

Nova Scotia. My fiftieth birthday.



Expectations

Being the daughter of a woman who was seldom happy being in

the present moment taught me a great deal about the folly of

having expectations. My mother was the Queen of Expectations.

Perhaps because she came of age during the Depression – or maybe

because she married a man who was sick a lot – she always needed

to have some future special occasion to look forward to. The highly

anticipated events were inevitably followed by huge let-downs

because they neither lived up to her impossible expectations nor

justified all the worrying she had done in advance. No wonder she

seemed bitter for so many years!

Even as a young child, I had a sense of my mother’s

disappointment with life; it long pre-dated my realization that I was

part of that disappointment because I was living my life rather than

hers. Perhaps I sensed that I could never fulfill her expectations

anyway. Perhaps she just wanted me to fulfill my potential (and the

notion of potential is, itself, full of judgments and expectations), but

the messages I received from her were that I could never be pretty

enough, clean and tidy enough, or smart enough to meet her

standards…and that her standards were more important than

mine.

There were always lots of things on the expectation agenda

when I was growing up: Sundays, birthdays, holidays, vacations, the

first day of school, report card time, visits to my parents’ friends,

certain television programs, and my behavior. Most of those were

things – except maybe birthdays – about which I didn’t share my

parents’ anticipation. But I did find many of them worrisome.

Christmas was a holiday that was especially expectation-

oriented. I thought I liked Christmas, but really I just had a whole

junkload of expectations about it, all focused on one day. I looked

forward to getting a certain toy, which my mother had no intention

of giving to me. Instead, I got new clothes and toothpaste, which

probably fit our family’s budget better, but I still can feel that

let-down. The gifts were (as they are in many families) especially

fraught with emotion: Is this gift really how you see me? – don’t you

know that I hate pink frills? Who do you think I am anyway? Or who

does Santa think I am?! (I remember my disappointment and



disillusionment when, long after my parents should have ended the

ruse, I discovered that Santa Claus wasn’t real…and resolved never

to lie to a child about that or anything else.)

Christmas was also the time when I looked forward to having

my lonely only-child hours filled with happy extended family;

instead, we shared a stuffy, overcooked dinner with some of the

grumpiest elderly people in the world. I didn’t realize that it wasn’t

the occasion that was at fault, but my overblown expectations

about it.

As the root of that problem (and roots are the basis of the word

“radical”) became clear to me, I began to question society’s notion

of what is expected, acceptable, and thought to be normal. I was

finally able to liberate myself from my mother’s expectations about

how I should be as a woman, a daughter, a wife, and a mother. At

the same time, my rebellion crystallized into a life’s work.

That work– like the woman I became – was not something my

mother expected. When I found my voice as a writer, social

entrepreneur, and advocate for change in many fields, including

education, she wasn’t interested in what I did. She didn’t

understand or value it. And rocking the boat wasn’t her style. In

addition, of course, she was still disappointed that I hadn’t fulfilled

her expectations about being a teacher. I eventually gave up

sharing information about my working life with her and she seldom

asked.

One of the things I was left with when she died was a stack of all

the books I’d written, all in pristine condition with the spines never

even cracked open. I have moved past tears and even blame.

Instead, I have tried to use what I have learned in my own

mothering…to avoid expectations, to accept the choices my

daughters make, to appreciate their talents, and to enjoy who they

are. I have made it my life’s work (and one of the purposes of this

memoir) to help other daughters use the bits and pieces of their

childhoods to respect and accept their children…and their mothers.

It wasn’t until I experienced the symptoms of a stress-triggered

autoimmune disease called lupus (which my mother and a number

of other women in her family also had, and of which a cousin my age

and an aunt died) that I began to realize just how important it is to

avoid expectations for the future and, rather, to remain mindfully in



the present. As I began to meditate as stress-relief, I found myself

drawn to Buddhism and its principles for living. And one of

Buddhism’s Four Noble Truths is that the cause of suffering can be

ended simply by accepting what is.

So now I try to accept and celebrate each moment of each day,

as well as each “special” occasion – including Christmas. On that

particular day, I think of my mother who lived through almost one

hundred Christmases, and wish that for at least some of them she

could simply have enjoyed the moment with no expectations and

no worries.

I’m four, in Ocean Grove, New Jersey.



The Mother Web

Playing Solitaire

on a dusty morning in Romania,

winning because I played it so much

as an only child,

the silence echoing me

sounding like my mother.

Even here, I must fight off

the grasping fingers of heredity,

the legacy of trivialities as dusty

as the jars of grayish green peas

in the Cernavoda shops.

It’s easier here to reject her need

for a good daughter

as if it were a job description

that came with being born…

easier to learn from your gift

of seeing over the rooftops.



The Worry Gene

My mother’s expectations caused her to worry. A lot. And I

inherited her worry gene, although I often didn’t know

exactly what I was worrying about.

Worry is a common way to see the world and apparently one

that many people want to change: There were over five million

results when I typed “overcoming worry” into an Internet search

engine. Worry is also often used to caricature mothers. It comes

from negative assumptions about all the bad things that might

happen – and from the magical thinking that worrying will actually

prevent the bad things from happening. My mother worried about

my dad’s health and many other things. But worrying about me was

a lifetime preoccupation for her. She worried both about

everything from my getting a cold because I wasn’t dressed warmly

enough or not doing well on a test at school to my having a car

accident or getting pregnant before the time was “right.”

She believed that her worrying about me proved that she loved

me – and that’s why she always told me what a worry I was to her.

But in reality, worry has nothing to do with love...and, by lowering

my self-confidence, it was probably counterproductive. My mother

was, in fact, telling me that she didn’t trust me to do the safe/right

thing. Our relationship would have been much more satisfying if

she’d just dropped the worrying and told me she loved me. As a

result, I try to demonstrate love and respect for my daughters by

not worrying about them, by trusting that I provided them with the

tools they need to cope on their own. I’ve not always been

successful, but I try.

One area where I have found it relatively easy not to worry is

education. People often ask me, “Didn’t you ever worry that

homeschooling/unschooling wouldn’t be what your kids needed?”

And the answer is always, “No.” Since I trusted the decisions Rolf

and I had made about how we would parent and educate our

daughters, and since I trusted their ability to learn without

attending school, I didn’t worry.

While worry is a waste of time, stressful for the worrier, and

smothering for the person who’s being worried about, concern for

our children is an appropriate parental attitude. Our concern for



Heidi and Melanie motivated us to create an environment

conducive to learning – one that was safe, secure, stimulating,

trusting, respectful, and so on. And it reminded us to listen to their

needs and wants. So instead of passively worrying, we acted in ways

that optimized their chances of learning and being happy.

We were active advocates for our children. Worry, on the other

hand, can be paralyzing. For instance, I hear from many parents

who say they are worried about the quality of the education their

children are receiving in schools these days, or about the bullying or

other issues. But they don’t take responsibility for changing

anything because worry can be accepted as a substitute for taking

action.

Being twins with my mother, worried on the train to somewhere,

in the early 1960s.



She Dances

(for Melanie)

My mercurial daughter, you danced always

between tragedy and wholeness,

your birdlike fragility

masked by cheerful solidness,

by clowning and a crazy hat.

I went away and you grew up.

You wrote me funny letters

about becoming domesticated,

drowning your sorrows

in ice cream at the Beach with Andy,

clipping coupons and singing to your car,

frustrated with counting money for a living,

and wondering what you’re doing

for the world.

I’m not so scared anymore, you wrote,

fear only makes you sick and sheltered.

Now your passion calms me,

you make me laugh again.

May you always dance

at the edges of my life.



Edges

All my life, I’ve operated at the edges. When I was a child, it was

called “the sidelines” by a mother who wanted me to be more

outgoing and involved – like her. She said that I thought too much,

and that, she was certain, would get me into trouble. (That, I realize

now, is the key to reconciling her extroversion with her judicious

silence on what I considered to be important matters.)

As a young child, I was often scooted back to bed when I was

discovered perched just out of sight in the darkened kitchen

eavesdropping on the adult conversation.

As a young teen, I would sit along the wall at dances because

that was where I met the most interesting people…those who were

happier to chat than to stumble over each other’s feet (or grope) in

the middle of the floor.

Because of that, I sometimes was called “stuck-up.” So I went

through an adolescent phase of trying to please my mother by

situating myself in the middle of the action, forcing myself to do

things designed to make me popular. But at some point, I realized

that I was more comfortable (and still had friends) at the edges. So I

went back to having people sometimes think I’m standoffish.

My view of edge-sitting continued to evolve when I met and

married Rolf, who also inhabits the edges. He is, in fact, often at the

leading edge, and doesn’t care if it’s lonely or even premature.

Over the years, I’ve learned that the edges are good places

from which to observe, and observation is one of the things that

writers (and introverts) do a lot of. But I’ve also realized that edges

are also transitions to other places. They are borders. And borders

are often lively places, where some of the most interesting stuff

happens because change is part of their definition.

Even as a young mother whose activism was developing on a

number of fronts, I sensed that I belonged to an edge species –

enjoying life at the leading edge, even as it scared me and

occasionally caused me to retreat and reorganize myself. I knew

that both my life and my life’s work would involve crossing the

border between old ways of thinking and new ways of dealing with

a changing world. And that was energizing, allowing me to voice

opinions and advocate for change in ways I otherwise would have



been too timid or frightened even to consider. In the course of

editing Natural Life Magazine, I discovered Permaculture, where

edge habitats – transition areas between ecosystems, such as

forests and grasslands – are recognized as the places where there is

the most diversity. Edge species, I learned, are often more flexible,

resilient pioneer species, and sometimes even so hardy as to be

invasive. That explained a great deal about my life.

My work advocating for conscious parenting and unschooling is

edge-based. Life learning marks the transition between school

thinking and living as if school doesn’t exist, between behaving the

way we’re expected to and thinking for ourselves, between

adultism and respect for children and young people.

The edge is not where my mother wanted me to be, but it’s

where I’m comfortable and where I can be of use making change.

And it uses the resilience and strength that I inherited from the

motherline.



Snapshots

examining the scenery of my childhood

through eyes squinted at the camera

posed beside monuments and rocks

an over-dressed caricature

of my mother’s needs

trying to please a father

whose devotion outlived his pride

exploring the edges of growth

while standing knee-deep in weeds

ruthlessly digging out the intrusive,

destroying the most destructive,

preparing to live with the rest

emerging from the shadowy corners

where the child became lost

unable to laugh

in the sunlight.



More Than the Absence of School

Even before Rolf and I got married in 1970, we had decided that

our yet-unborn children wouldn’t go to school. Rolf had a poor

opinion of schools; he had come to Canada as a German-speaking,

lederhosen-wearing six-year-old, and had been told in high school

that he could never handle the academic stream. (He did and is now

a senior manager at a college.) I had already spectacularly rejected

schools and teaching.

I had decided that all those lessons I had so carefully

memorized in teachers’ college about how to motivate students to

learn were nonsense. I realized that people learn things better if

they are not compelled and coerced; if they are given control over

what, when, where, why, and how they learn; and if they are

trusted and respected. I realized that until schools get in the way,

children do not need to be forced to learn…because curiosity about

the world and how it works is a natural human trait. I realized that

memorizing material for a test (which I had done so well in school)

isn’t real learning.

When I was pregnant with Heidi, I fought anger, frustration,

and sometimes despair at the state of the world – environmentally,

socially, economically, educationally – into which I would push her.

As it does for many women, motherhood was focusing my early

political consciousness. It was helping me understand how the

choices I make in my personal life are linked to those I make on a

larger scale.

Propelled by a desire to create a better world for our children

and future grandchildren, Rolf and I decided that Heidi and Melanie

would grow up not only absent from school, but unfettered by

many of the assumptions people make about children’s

subordinate place in the world. We began to create a life that would

affirm the rights of all members of our family. With that, I embarked

on my life’s work to advocate for children’s right to be raised and

educated with respect and without the “isms” – sexism, racism,

classism, ageism, consumerism, and other negative social

influences.

I was never comfortable with the word “homeschooling,”

because we weren’t schooling and we seemed to seldom be home!



Since then, lots of other terms have been invented to describe the

way we lived, such as “unschooling,” “radical unschooling,” “whole

life unschooling,” and “free-range learning,” to name just a few.

But there was so much more about our life that was different

from the norm besides the absence of school. Heidi and Melanie

were in control of many other aspects of their lives long before the

time came not to go to school. So Rolf coined the term “life

learning.”

From birth, our daughters decided for themselves when to

eat...and later what to eat. They chose what to wear, when to go to

bed (usually in our family bed), which people to socialize with and

when, and so on. They were self-regulating, with whatever

guidance they needed from us.

They didn’t receive an allowance, but they understood (as

appropriate for their age and interest) the state of our family

finances. They knew that if they wanted something, or needed it,

we would discuss it as a family and make a decision based on it

appropriateness and the available money. As they grew older, they

found ways to make money for themselves, including a variety of

their own small businesses and working in our business and others.

They didn’t have assigned chores or rewards for completing

them. The tasks that are part of daily life – cleaning, food

preparation, gardening, clothes making, laundry, car maintenance,

yard work, and so on – had to be done. But Heidi’s and Melanie’s

“help” was never required. Consequently, as they each grew to an

age at which they became aware of the need for such work, they

naturally and often eagerly participated.

This was hugely different from the way I lived as a child. My

compliance was one of the keys to family happiness. The

punishment for not taking out the garbage or cleaning my room, or

for “talking back” varied with my mother’s mood, but involved

having my mouth washed out with soap, being spanked, forfeiting

an anticipated event, or going to my room. Not finishing my dinner

was a common crime, punished by having to sit at the table long

after everyone had finished, forfeiting dessert, then listening to a

lecture about the starving children in China. Sometimes I’d still be

sitting there after the dishes were washed because I just couldn’t

swallow those strangely textured lima beans. Eventually, my dad



would take pity on me and allow me to leave the table; then he’d

have to listen to a lecture about not spoiling me.

My dad never punished me, although he often gave me stern

warning glances… usually a heads-up about the developing storm in

the vicinity of my mother. My mother, on the other hand, was much

more physical. (And, as I now realize, she was much more violent in

her everyday speech; somebody or other was always deserving of

“a good, swift kick” and she’d often say that if she ever caught me

doing something or other she’d kill me.) She was forever swatting

me or flicking her fingers on my bare arm or leg, and sometimes

spanked me hard. She usually used her hand, but I remember the

hair brush once or twice. Her theory was that it had to hurt in order

for the punishment to be a deterrent, but then she’d say, “Oh, stop

crying, it’s just your pride that’s hurt.”

Many of the spankings occurred in the evening, after which I’d

be sent off to bed to cry. I recall the dry, heaving sobs as I’d try to

catch my breath. As I lay there hiccupping and shaking, my eyes

swollen and red, my head and heart aching, my father would sneak

into my room, sit on the side of my bed, and pat my back until I’d fall

asleep.

Although I now condemn my parents’ parenting style, I

understand it in light of the times. Attachment and nurturing

behavior wasn’t in style then. Obedience to and mindless respect

for adults was. Punishment was thought to reduce “bad” behavior –

i.e. that which was disrespectful of adults. Responding positively to

a baby’s or young child’s expression of need was thought to be a

path to over-indulgence. Self-soothing was therefore in vogue for a

crying child. And gifts were only appropriate when a child had

behaved according to a parent’s whim. (Come to think of it, those

tactics are still used in many families today!)

One of my mother’s main influences was American pediatrician

Benjamin Spock, whose book Baby and Child Care, first published in

1946, is one of the biggest bestsellers of all time. Spock was

involved in the anti-Vietnam War movement during the 1960s and

early 1970s and an early proponent of affectionate, gentle

parenting. But before that – when my mother read his book – he

was on the fence and not entirely anti-spanking. He wrote that the

inability to be firm was “the commonest problem of parents….” And



he advocated for “clear, firm discipline.” Apparently, my mother,

who was older than her peers, took that as endorsement for the

way that she was raised – which I would now say was controlling,

disrespectful, violent, and adultist – rather than for the emerging

child-centered style of parenting that Spock became known for.

I decided that life would be different when I had my own family.

I didn’t want to be the creator of rules or the punisher of those who

didn’t follow the rules. In fact, I didn’t want to have rules for my

children. I decided that I would respect my future children and

never force them into situations they couldn’t handle. I would

remember that there are no short-cuts to maturity, although

children are capable of much more than our society gives them

credit for. I would practice and communicate unconditional love. I

would give them guidance, not lectures...love, not anger or

resentment or impatience. Nor would there ever be physical

punishment, coercion, manipulation, or shame in my home.

As time went on, the principles that Rolf and I evolved –

somewhat unconsciously – for life with Heidi and Melanie looked

liked this:

• trusting that children know what they need and want, and

providing them with that whenever possible

• respecting children and their rights

• not abusing power over children

• avoiding manipulation

• preserving children’s dignity and honoring them with

patience

• modeling behavior for children

• communicating (which includes listening) with children

• understanding that each person in a family has a different

perspective, which means not judging or having

expectations of others

My mother didn’t understand all of that. And, truth be told, I

did a poor job of trying to explain it to her. (In some cases, in the

early years, I struggled to understand and articulate it even to

myself.) Nor did I always handle well the inevitable clashes with her

about our philosophy of respect and trust. I did try to learn from

each one about how to help Heidi and Melanie buffer themselves

from disrespectful, unjust, or simply unwanted adult behavior.



One time, Heidi, who was perhaps three at the time and very

independent, was trying to tie her shoelaces. She had her sneakers

on the wrong feet and was getting the laces in a terrible knot. I was

purposely not getting in the way of the learning process until asked

for help. But my take-charge, product-over-process mother could

not bear to watch Heidi muddling away at it. So she took over,

saying, “You’re doing it all wrong! Here, let me do it for you.” Heidi,

of course, burst into tears. (Although I didn’t realize it at the time,

the two were quite alike in many ways, and bound to clash.) I had a

flashback to my own childhood and wanted to scream at my mother

about all the injustices I remembered, and how incompetent I often

felt as a result. Fortunately, I just asked her to back off, and gave

heartbroken Heidi a big hug.

In those days, I wrote many rants in my journal, and a lot of

emotional survival poetry. But still, I wanted my daughters to know

their grandmother in a way I hadn’t known mine, and I tried hard

not to color their relationship with my feelings, or confuse their

relationship with her with mine.

I also wanted to provide Heidi and Melanie with an example of

learning and growing by owning, accepting, and dealing with one’s

emotions, rather than escaping from them. I have learned the

benefits of facing life head-on, rather than using the protection of

my emotional health as an excuse for avoiding something or

someone.

So I focused on the common ground that my mother and I

shared: the joy felt when holding a newborn in our arms. And I

continued to find ways to create boundaries rather than barriers in

our relationship. As she lay dying years later, I felt grateful for

having learned to disentangle and disengage, while preserving the

basic thread of family along with the integrity of my beliefs.



Celebrating Kathileen’s 80th birthday, with Melanie,Heidi, and Wendy.

Angry with Grandma.

Heidi, newborn Melanie, and my mother, 1973.



For Melanie

You made it back alive...

like when you were small,

took a few steps around the corner,

then came tumbling back in a panic,

to be sure I was still there.

You have returned again

to touch hands, share a smile,

back this time with wounds

and pain below your heart.

All I can do is steady you,

hide my tears with a smile,

and trust that the world and men

will be kind to you.

A Little Poem For Heidi

It’s comforting to know

that half way across the world

your teakettle energy

still boils over like a pot that’s too full,

that you’re still laughing

with the desperate glee

of a gardener with too many zucchini.



Power and Respect

Adults in our society have a special status of control over kids. It’s

socially acceptable for adults to make decisions for children

and young people (their own and other people’s), to create rules

which govern children’s day-to-day lives, and generally to tell them

what to do. That manifests in ordering, yelling, directing, preaching,

disciplining, demeaning, embarrassing, questioning, patting and

other touching without permission, yanking, ignoring, and referring

to children in the third person.

This behavior isn’t usually motivated with abuse in mind;

indeed, most adults wield power over kids because they assume it’s

their duty, as well as their right. Adults are thought to be entitled to

these behaviors on the assumptions that they are superior to

children and young people, and that they know best what’s good

for the younger generation. Dealing with kids in this manner is also

easier and less time-consuming than treating them with respect,

tact, and courtesy.

Scratch below the surface, and you’ll find that this sort of adult

disrespect is inherited. It’s how I was treated as a child by my

parents and at school…and how my parents were treated by their

parents. I’m not alone; most of us were raised with parents who

told us what to do “because I say so.” The adults in our lives simply

didn’t believe that they should have to explain to us children what

their reasoning was. I would say they didn’t have enough respect

for us to explain, but the reality is that they probably just never

thought about it.

My mother demanded automatic respect for herself, my

father, and other adults simply because they were my “superiors.”

But they didn’t reciprocate with respect for me. On the other hand,

Rolf and I brought Heidi and Melanie up to believe that people

should respect each other, no matter what their age or stage in life,

the amount of education or money they have, their gender, race,

sexual orientation, and so on. Furthermore, we let them know that

adults can lose respect from kids via their behavior. We knew that it

was possible for adults to accept our nurturing and mentoring roles

without becoming controllers and enforcers based on our size, age,

personal agendas, or ability to invoke fear.



We wanted credibility with our children, not fear or even

skepticism (although skepticism is not a bad trait to cultivate).

Living that way with kids doesn’t necessarily come easily. Power,

hierarchy, mistrust, and coercion are the context of the adult-child

relationship in our society. Children’s human rights, including free

speech, are ignored in the name of protection, and children are

often in the way and legally minor. The power-over treatment by

adults of children is reinforced by our extended families; social

institutions like school, churches, and medical systems; as well as by

laws such as those that create curfews and permit spanking.

This misuse of power appears most blatantly in our schools –

and that’s one of the reasons Heidi and Melanie learned without

school (until they chose, as teenagers, to check it out for

themselves, power abuses and all). But family and friends didn’t see

it that way. Neither my mother nor Rolf’s family initially approved

of the way we lived with our daughters. They worried that we’d

“spoil” them and damage their futures. But aside from the odd

attempt at subversion and quizzing to see what they knew, our

families didn’t intervene much. Eventually, they had to agree that

Heidi and Melanie were not only educating themselves, but were

humane, happy, pleasant people.

But they thought this was the exception, not the rule. Like most

people, they continued to believe that children must be made to go

to school and be subjected to an agenda created by so-called

educational experts, or else they won’t learn. So they saw nothing

wrong with forcing children – at very young ages and sometimes

literally kicking and screaming – to attend an often unfriendly and

sometimes threatening place.

For my mother, it also had to do with her need to follow the law

(no matter how wrong it was), to do what the powers-that-be say

people are suppposed to do, not to step out of line, not to challenge

authority. Like many people, she confused the misuse of power

with an individual’s positive power to control what happens to

them. Many of us have never stood up to power or experienced the

kind of collective power that can be used to build alternative

institutions. We were told one too many times to sit in our seats and

listen, to put up our hands when we had to go to the bathroom, and

to buy what we were offered.



Once I understood the difference between power-over and

power-to, I began to wonder why otherwise progressively-minded

people who care about issues like self-government, environmental

abuse, and overcoming corporatism and patriarchy have a blind

spot about how we are really treating children in our public

education systems. I still haven’t begun to understand that.

I hope that someday respectful parents and others working for

children’s and young people’s rights will be able change the way our

culture interacts with the next generation. But arguing against

adultism as abuse of power is difficult and not just because it’s so

entrenched. Giving up power can make people fearful and leave

them feeling threatened. As Edgar Friedenberg wrote in his book

The Vanishing Adolescent, “[The word] ‘Teenager’ seems to have

replaced ‘Communist’ as the appropriate target for public

controversy and foreboding.”

Reading aloud to Heidi and Melanie, circa 1979.



What I’ve Learned from My Daughters

You’ve taught me to see the world as an adventure not a threat,

to learn rather than to compromise,

to change, grow, and accept rather than to sacrifice.

I’ve learned to love words but trust actions,

to read the poem but search for something firmer

on which to build a dream.

Your generous spirit is becoming mine as well,

as I learn to focus on the present and not on expectations

or the sad loop of entitlement-based anger.

Wendy, Heidi, and

Melanie swinging...

about 20 years apart.



Changes

My garden is developing a history –

brown patches where Rolf tried to fertilize

surrounded by expectant green,

the sunflowers that Heidi planted

galloping up the fence, as untamed

and passionate as the gardener, daisies

and currants fighting for sun and water

and the attention of the birds.

It all began with hollyhocks,

the year we bought the house,

shopping with Melanie for raspberry bushes,

inheriting daisies from Julie when she moved.

This year I planted more,

even though the house is no longer ours.

We keep buying lilac bushes –

but they never smell like the stolen ones

Rolf brought when our daughter was born.

We drove by our old house the other day.

Successive families haven’t planted much,

the fence is still striped,

the stone wall that Rolf was so proud of

still stands beside the driveway,

Heidi’s flowering crab tree has grown large.

It’s a chronology of my middle age.

I’ve lit three fat, yellow candles

in our backyard to keep away the bugs and the darkness.

Julie’s daisies are overcrowding

the onions growing along the fence and the weeds

are making the new composter look like it belongs there.

I find myself looking for differences –

slight changes in the ripeness of tomatoes,

our daughter coming home at sunrise,

another grey fleck in your beard.

There’s moss growing

between the cracks in the patio…

Have we lived here that long?



Moving Day with Melanie and Heidi, while thefriend they’re leaving behind watches.

The VW van that Rolf and I lived in

before the girls were born.

My mother and I outside a motel in Pennsylvania, in

the late 1950s. . She looks stressed, as usual when

we traveled.

With my mother and dad outside the
Canada pavilion at the Seattle

World’s Fair in 1962.



Restless

I lived in the same house for the first nineteen years of my life. It

was a little house – a two-bedroom bungalow in a working class

neighborhood in a working class city. Across the street was my

elementary school, and about four blocks away was my high school.

For many years, every one of my friends lived within a few blocks.

Grocery stores, pharmacy, church, library, doctor, dentist, my

summer jobs, and my dad’s job were all within walking distance as

well. There was a bus stop at the corner just in case we needed to go

further, which was a good thing because my dad only drove on

Sundays or for vacation trips.

The mortgage was paid off, and we stayed there after my dad

died, until I finished school. My mother apparently felt that I

needed stability. During my last few weeks at Teacher’s College, she

sold the house and rented a two-bedroom apartment in another

part of the city. True to form, she didn’t ask my opinion (I would

have told her I thought it was a bad financial decision and that she

didn’t need a two-bedroom apartment just for herself). I came

home one day and saw a For Sale sign on the lawn. Soon after the

move, I found a roommate and my own apartment.

When I met Rolf not long after that, he had all his belongings in

the back of his Fiat – a strong message about his lack of need for

“stability.” We lived in a couple of relatively furniture-free

apartments. Then a year or so later, we retrofitted a Volkswagen

window van into a camper and lived in it full-time.

Once Heidi was born a year later, our friends and extended

family thought they could use pen instead of pencil to write our

contact information in their address books. But, for the next ten

years, they kept their pencils sharpened. By Heidi’s count, she had

lived in over twenty places by the time she was twelve and we

settled down in one spot for her and Melanie’s teen years. The list

of twenty places included the motor home where we spent most of

one year when they were little.

We moved for a variety of reasons: to be closer to Rolf’s

occasional construction jobs, to liberate money while we started

our publishing business, to experience new surroundings or have an

adventure, to escape school boards that weren’t friendly to



homeschooling, once to escape a very weird landlord, to caretake

some property owned by Rolf’s mother, to buy a nicer house, to

indulge a whim to move across the continent, to move from the city

to the country…and vice versa. Maybe it was just restlessness that

made us move; at one time a few years ago, Heidi’s website

biography stated that she was the daughter of “restless parents.”

One of my girlfriends worried about us and said we looked

more than restless; we looked – horrors! – unstable, she thought,

and in search of something we’d never find. I was concerned about

that for a while before I learned not to care what other people

thought. Once again, I learned from Heidi and Melanie, who felt

perfectly at home almost anywhere. They seemed comfortable in

most situations and with most people. I came to see that they were

like little turtles, carrying their security around on their backs,

enjoying the new experiences and new places. Their needs for

shelter, healthy food, safety, intellectual stimulation, attention,

love, and a respectful environment were being met even as we

moved around. Unlike me, they easily made friends of all ages in

various places and were able to connect face-to-face with people

they’d only “met” through correspondence. Conversely, letter

writing also helped them stay connected when we’d moved on.

(How much easier that would have been with email, Skype, and

social networking!) Finally, they were always part of the discussions

about where to go next, where not to go, and when to settle down,

and their input was respected.

When Heidi was twenty, Rolf and I moved to Eastern Europe for

a year-and-a-half, leaving her and her boyfriend to live in our house,

drive our cars, and caretake our business. At the same time,

Melanie took her backpack and some friends through Western

Europe. When Rolf and I returned home, Heidi set out, towing her

belongings in a trailer, to settle halfway across the country. She was

followed a decade later by Melanie. They both continue to be

restless daughters of restless parents, traveling to various parts of

the world whenever they can.

I was probably the least content with our many moves and

travel adventures. I longed to pick flowers and vegetables that I’d

grown from seed, to plant perennials that I could watch from year

to year, to settle in somewhere. Rolf would tease me about wanting



a white picket fence. But the trouble was, I didn’t know where I

wanted the fence to be located, so I accepted the roving as a way to

figure that out.

Now I think that my early “stability” made me fearful of change,

nervous about venturing too far from home. Rolf’s fearlessness and

love of adventure was one of the things that attracted me to him; I

knew I wanted – needed – the lessons he would teach me about

loosening up, moving into the unknown.

Although my mother, father, and I traveled often – summer

road trips to the New Jersey shore, train trips to visit my

grandparents in Toronto and my godparents in Ottawa, an Easter in

New York City, a flight to England so my dad could see his birthplace

again, a journey to the Seattle World’s Fair, Fort Lauderdale with

some neighbors and my mother the year after my dad died – each

trip was tightly planned, overly wardrobed, and uptight. Neither of

my parents was a confident traveler, in spite of the fact that my dad

had immigrated to Canada as a boy, and my mother had moved at

least five times across four provinces by the time she was ten. The

travel tension resulted in some catastrophes. Once, my mother

caught her finger in the car door at a motel in Pennsylvania and

needed surgery to have the tip sewn back on. Another time, she fell

and broke her arm, and once she sprained her ankle. There were a

couple of minor car accidents on the New York State turnpike. My

dad’s angina almost sidelined a side trip to Paris on the England

vacation. In the black and white photos from those trips, my mother

and I are inevitably overdressed and frowning.

Although I have never learned to love traveling or moving, I

have eventually relaxed into the process. One of the things I did

enjoy was the way the lifestyle required that we keep possessions

to a minimum and avoid forming nostalgic attachments to stuff. As I

write that sentence, I have to laugh at myself, remembering how

sad I was that my mother died without bequeathing to me anything

to which she’d been nostalgically attached.



No Fixed Address

A letter from you

in the mail

this morning

written in a room

I’ve never seen

You’re travelling now

grown up

A bird sits

in the backyard snow

as fragile

as my connections

to all the people I love

Traveling Melanie.



The Color of Nourishment

I’ve set out

a bunch of dried hot peppers

and a bowl of apples

hoping the color of nourishment

will heal the emptiness I feel

in this foreign kitchen.

Mugs of tea to keep warm

and to help me remember

who I am and why I’ve come

so far away from home.

Sewing a shirt

I don’t really need

and writing letters

to my daughters knowing

they’ll be too busy to read them.

Knitting the days together

so they move along faster

towards Spring…and home.

In my kitchen, 1974.



Boredom

My mother had many fears. One of them was boredom – at

least when it applied to me. She ominously called it “the root

of all evil.” The worst time for me to look bored was during summer

vacation. She was especially stalking boredom then, when my time

wasn’t being programmed by somebody else. When she noticed

me hanging around seemingly doing nothing, she would nag at me

to “go do something useful.” Or worse, she would create some busy

work designed to alleviate my boredom or assign me some task like

weeding the garden or cleaning up my room, which I disliked much

more than being bored.

She was seldom successful at alleviating my boredom, possibly

because I was stubborn enough to reject her suggestions on general

principle; probably because she, as an extrovert, confused solitude

with idleness; maybe because you can’t fix somebody else’s

boredom for them; and often because I wasn’t really bored, but

tinkering, messing about, just looking like I was doing nothing.

Sometimes, I would admit to being bored when all I really wanted

was my mother’s attention, rather than one of her projects

designed to keep me out of her way.

Eventually, my downtime would end and I would find some-

thing new and more challenging to do than the busywork she

provided. If left alone long enough, boredom motivated me, forced

me to lean on my own inner resources, to develop my imagination

and to envision wonderful possibilities.

Maybe I was subconsciously looking for things that would let

me experience what psychologist and author Mihaly

Csikszentmihaly calls flow. He describes flow as “being completely

involved in an activity for its own sake. The ego falls away. Time

flies. Every action, movement, and thought follows inevitably from

the previous one, like playing jazz. Your whole being is involved, and

you’re using your skills to the utmost.”

At other times, I remember being bored because I was

disinterested in what the adults around me were chatting about.

Bored with the conversation, I would become enthralled with

people’s voices and with the sounds of their words and their

accents. Later, in the safety of my own room, I would try to replicate



those accents, an activity which no doubt increased my vocabulary

and trained my ear for future writing projects.

In the same way, I once watched Melanie lying on her back on a

blanket under a tree. She might have been four or five years old. As

she grew tired of observing the passing clouds and gently blowing

branches, she suddenly sat up and began to point out faces,

animals, and other objects that she was seeing above her. Soon, she

had picked up a pencil and was feverishly drawing what she was

imagining. “Boredom” turned quickly to creativity; doing nothing

had allowed her to “see” things in a new way and inspired her to

“do something” as her grandmother would have worriedly urged if

she had been there.

At any rate, and contrary to my mother’s concerns, boredom

got neither me nor my daughters into trouble. Nor, as is so often a

concern, did it mean we were passive people waiting to be

entertained or taught. My life learning daughters were already fully

engaged in the world, eagerly entertaining themselves and others,

and actively learning from life. As for me, I already was a bit inclined

toward passivity, as a result of being trained in school to accept the

prospect of repetitive tasks, rote learning, and intellectual confor-

mity. But I like to think it was the boredom of school, combined with

my comfort in being alone born of the solitude of being an only

child, in an era of little or no influence from television, that allowed

me to become a prolific creator.

If that is true, I was lucky. One of the main things I wanted to

avoid for my daughters via life learning was the numbing lack of

imagination that has created the repetitive and boring way we deal

with learning in the school setting.



Suburban Motherhood Blues

Steamed rice with overcooked vegetables,

local version of ethnic.

A neighbor buzzes his tiny square of grass

with enough power for a field.

I worry that my hollyhocks may be illegal.

Linda says Irish people are less polite.

Anybody, anywhere, is less polite than here.

Was it a mistake to come here

so they could finish growing up?

Feeding fish when I shouldn’t be,

taking messages,

feeling guilty for things I haven’t done,

watching the birds feeding in the tree

outside my kitchen window

rather than unraveling the cat’s cradle

that entwines their childhoods with mine.

Writing a song to the silence

that’ll be here when they leave,

wanting to make lovely things

pretty pieces of glass things

delicate, shimmering, hanging things…

rather, I’m obsessed with collages and quilts,

scrapbooks,

and snapshots of their childhood…

Expectations lifted

then destroyed;

the fantasy,

the promise

better than the reality.

Commitment denied

or escaped like the wind.

Masochism

or motherhood? I can’t let go

of the mother blues.



Reflections

I woke up this morning

to find that I have turned

my mother into a mirror.

These are reflections

that I don’t want to see –

the lines in my face,

my neglected needs

and the dragons

that have stood in my way…

the terror of now or never.

Fascinated by the fear,

I keep looking, hoping to see

my daughter’s image emerge,

wanting to find some secret

to pass down to her

(or up to my mother)

about daring to be powerful

and learning to be blind,

about being brave enough

to share the details of my life.

Maybe it’s always impossible

for daughters to see

their mothers’ reflections

until later, much later.



What’s Inside Counts

When I was a child, I was told: “Beauty is

as beauty does,” “Beauty is only skin

deep,” and “It’s what’s inside that counts.”

My mother’s intentions were comp-

licated. A decade before the revived

women’s movement, she wanted me to be

more than another pretty face. She wanted

me to have a career and not to have to rely on

a man to pay the bills. (And the unspoken

subtext was that if I didn’t think I was

attractive to boys I somehow would manage

not to get pregnant before I had that career

in place!) But at the same time, she wanted to protect me from the

disappointment she had found in life. The beautiful, young woman

with a good job, many boyfriends, and sexy lace dresses had turned

into a middle-aged matron dependent upon a sick husband who

was old before his time. Part of the package was a substantial

weight gain, about which she was self-conscious.

Whatever her reasons, the attempt to steer me clear of

preoccupation with appearance backfired. I decided early on that

what she was pitching was compensation; her emphasis on my

insides must have meant that the outsides were lacking. The truth

was that I was both attractive and smart. But through most of my

teens, I wasted a great deal of time looking into the mirror judging

various body parts, while attempting not to seem too intelligent.

And I behaved with a dangerously smoldering nonchalance – even

naïveté – about boys.

I accumulated lots of evidence to reinforce my negative body

image. For instance, when I was about ten, I developed an infection

on my feet. (Nobody told me what it was, of course but, now that I

know I react to sulfites, I think it could have been a reaction to a

sulfa drug that I was on for some other unknown-to-me problem.)

My mother was given something that I now realize is an antifungal

dye called gentian violet to paint on and between my toes. It, of

course, stained my feet bright purple. I worried that someone

would notice I had purple toes. But there wasn’t much chance of

Kathileen



that because I wasn’t allowed to go barefoot and had to wear white

cotton socks with my sandals, which even I knew was fashionably

unacceptable.

None of that helped me feel any more comfortable in my own

skin. I longed for some reassurance from my mother that I could

take out of the house with me. But she wasn’t capable of, or

interested in, providing that. She was too busy worrying about who

I’d be when I grew up to think about the effect of her messages on

me right then.

Eventually, I stopped seeing my mother when I looked in a

mirror and saw a strong, capable, lovely young woman there

instead. My nose is fine. Brown eyes and straight hair are lovely. A

slightly crooked tooth isn’t important…or can be charming. I

inherited my mother’s wonderful cheekbones. And I’m smart. Even

have a bit of a sense of humor. That’s when I decided that I wanted

to give birth to some daughters so I could help them be secure,

healthy, happy with who they were, and confident of themselves in

each present moment, rather than a paint-by-number work-in-

progress being filled in for someone else’s future enjoyment.

Even now though, I occasionally encounter another layer of

insecurity within myself that I need to peel away. A year or so

before my mother died, when dementia had removed her verbal

inhibitions, she scolded me for wearing a certain new blouse, telling

me it made me look fat. I rushed

home and threw it in the trash. And

then there are my feet. A few years

ago (and fifty years after the purple

toes debacle), Melanie took me for

my first-ever pedicure. At what I

thought was the horrifying sight of

lizard skin, the woman shrugged,

mentally rolled her eyes, and said that

dry skin on one’s feet is common. She

calmly buffed it off, as I’ve been doing

ever since, chuckling every time.

Apparently, it what’s inside that

counts.

Melanie



Enough

I’m learning to carry my age with me,

to avoid the fear after midlife

and the anger at not having accomplished enough.

I’m learning to drink less wine

and to stop worrying about my failing looks,

to smile at memories

and laugh at wrinkled skin.

The wind pleases me now,

where it used to make me restless.

Perhaps I’ve seen enough

to learn patience and calm.

I sit on the porch in the half-light,

staring into the order of my house

like as a child I peeked into evening windows

that I passed on the street.

This is a place I could call home.

I am reveling in the acceptance of loss

and trusting in the balance. It’s enough.



Passing It On

Saving myself instead of the planet

has become my midlife struggle

and passion for social change

has temporarily stalled in weariness.

I throw my husband’s peanut shells

into the green garbage bag

under the counter

instead of reminding him

to walk through the snow

to the composter

and find myself angry because

he suddenly doesn’t begin to open doors

and let me go first.

Maybe I need someone younger

to take over my work…

but not my daughters

for whom women’s rights

and stewarding the environment

are taken for granted

like herbal tea and a respectful partner.

Sisters, 1977.



The F Word

The 1960s, when I came of age, was a great time to be a young

woman: birth control, education, jobs, freedom, the women’s

movement…. However, it appears to have scared the daylights out

of my mother, who was by then a highly protective – or, as I called

her, “old fashioned” – single parent. Add to that her inability to

discuss just about anything with me, and decades went by before I

understood that she had wanted me to avoid romance/unplanned

pregnancy in favor of the education and career that she lacked. Her

father had made her leave school when she was just twelve in order

to help support the family, then she had to give up her beloved job

as a department store timekeeper when she married my dad in

1939.

Ironically, my rebellion at her restrictions pushed me eagerly

into the women’s movement, which did nothing for our relation-

ship. In spite of being a victim of the patriarchy, she was disgusted

with a t-shirt I wore as a young mother that read: “The hand that

rocks the cradle rocks the boat.” After all, she’d spent a lifetime not

rocking anybody’s boat! Although she didn’t talk about women and

politics to me (even when I became the leader of the Green Party),

her clicking tongue, scrunched together eyebrows, and pursed lips

told the story.

It was likely a good thing that we didn’t talk about parenting

much either, since there was another t-shirt in our family, worn first

by Heidi and then by Melanie. It read “Kids are people too.” I did not

feel that level of respect as a child; nor did my mother care much

about the rights of her granddaughters. And – for better or for

worse – I decided early in my life as a mother that I wasn’t going to

educate my own mother about rights, respect, and dignity.

By the time Heidi and Melanie were in their teens, feminists

had won many battles. But the young women in my life hardly

mentioned feminism. In fact, they seemed to have no time for me

whenever I mentioned “the F word,” assuming it was an old story.

But I wanted them to understand the work that had been done by

those who came before, even if I had an ambivalent relationship

with feminism and felt that the movement had some unfinished

work to do around mothering. (That desire to remind about what



came before and to help people locate themselves on a timeline of

change is still part of my work as I move into my elder years, most

notably these days in the life learning movement.)

At any rate, as my mother used to say, “Actions speak louder

than words.” I had learned about the difficulty of making change to

big, systemic problems and about the power of grassroots change –

as feminist pioneer Carol Hanisch wrote in 1969, “the personal is

political.” So Rolf and I worked together to unearth inequity in our

own lives, hoping to model a respectful type of relationship for our

daughters. And I continued my advocacy of learning outside the

hierarchal school system, helped to legitimize the home business

movement, and coached single moms who hoped to get off social

welfare by starting their own small businesses. I saw all of those

things as pieces of the same puzzle, as well as aspects of Heidi’s and

Melanie’s education.

Since my mother had never seemed interested in my adult life

once it became clear it wouldn’t be lived her way, I didn’t really

consider what she thought of it all. And since she didn’t much

believe in the power of conversation – especially when she

disapproved of something – that was that. I did learn to stay alert

for the shiny bits in the sand, like the time when she was in her late

eighties and casually told me over the phone that she loved me –

the first time I could recall her ever saying it, at least since I’d

become an adult.

As she moved into her nineties, I assumed a new role in her life,

helping her transition from her own home into ours for a while,

then into a seniors’ apartment, then into a nursing home. I took

over her banking. Many years before, she had written a living will

that gave me power of attorney to enforce her Do Not Resuscitate

wishes. But she didn’t trust me enough to provide financial power

of attorney, which made some things more difficult than they had

to be. Even though I saw more of her in the last four years of her life

than I had in the previous thirty, she still seldom spoke to me about

what was on her mind, beyond the day’s weather and her bank

balance.

Then a woman came into my life who would create the

opportunity for my mother to provide some much-appreciated

insight into her worldview and some secondhand feedback.



Her name is Nathalie, and she was writing my life history as a

homeschooling advocate as her PhD thesis. Part of that process was

to interview people in my life. That included my mother, who was

by then in long-term care and well along the dementia highway.

Nevertheless, one Mother’s Day afternoon, Nathalie joined me on

my weekly visit to the nursing home. The taped conversation was

short, and made more difficult by my mother’s loss of hearing (and

the recent loss of her hearing aid, which she had swallowed

thinking it was a large pill).

She had trouble gathering her thoughts and finding the words,

but she said some things to Nathalie that she’d never spoken about

to me. She talked of quitting her beloved job once she was married.

“It was the system in those days,” she said. “You didn’t keep a job

after you got married because somebody else might need it.”

Nathalie asked her, “Are you happy that has changed today?” “Yes,

yes, yes,” my mother replied, “because I’m a firm believer in

women’s rights.” Who knew? That’s when I realized why she didn’t

respect my work: She thought that because I didn’t have a job I

didn’t have a career, and didn’t make money! Although it wasn’t

altogether clear that she knew what women’s rights actually were

beyond having a job, with a little prompting from us, she mentioned

the right to vote. Voting and politics are favorite topics of mine;

fleetingly, I hoped that we could chat about my foray into politics a

decade earlier. But she didn’t seem even to remember that women

couldn’t vote when she was a girl, so I didn’t pursue it. She simply

said, “Yeah, why not let them vote? They’ve got more say than the

men have!” and then closed her eyes to signal the end of that part

of the conversation.

She also shared with Nathalie that she had developed some

recent admiration for me, if not appreciation. Nathalie: “Is there

something you would like to tell me about Wendy?” Kathileen: “I

know I’ve wakened up as far as Wendy’s concerned in the last few

years. Nathalie: “What do you mean?” Kathileen: “Well, I can just

turn everything over to her. I don’t have to worry anymore….” I

wondered what had changed. Had I finally erased the black mark I

got when I quit teaching four decades earlier? Had she decided she

had been mistaken about me for all those years? Did she think I had

I finally gotten it together? I’ll never know of course, because that



seemed to pretty much end the interview. And she died a few years

later, mired deep in the dementia mud.

I continue to search for the right words – and to be alert to all of

the opportunities – to let my daughters and now step-

granddaughters know how wonderfully capable I think they

are…and how much I love them. I also search for the wisdom to fully

accept all of their choices, even when I do not fully understand

them.



Poem for Heidi When I Miss Her

Letters

to women in other places…

my friends live far away.

Letters

from a fifteen-year-old,

fastened to the covers

of an old journal

with an elastic band.

“I guess I haven’t been doing

a very good job

of being a friend recently,”

you wrote,

wanting to tell me things

as a daughter

but not as a friend.

You said you didn’t think

you’d ever be able

to decide

which you wanted most.

Letters

from an eighteen-year-old,

Nova Scotia is beautiful you said.

You wanted me to return there with you,

only two days drive you said,

making tabouli and tea

in a motel room in Antigonish.

I have a lot to learn

about being a mother,

a daughter,

and a friend.

It helps,

when you’re not here,

to stand in your doorway

and listen.



Daughter Dance

I am in danger

of treading

so lightly with you

that I may float away.

I’m finding it harder

to match your steps

when the rhythm

feels all wrong.

But I need to trust

without expectations

and remember

that without gravity

there’d be no dance.

Sisters, 2000.



Writing a Mother Agenda

Do I write by hand

or on the computer, she asked.

Does she care about my writing habits?

Or is she just interested

in preserving our small connection?

Beside the wharf, the broken ice

is sparkling in the Saturday sun

and I write lists of ways to tell her

that you can’t really be happy

if you know you’re making others sad.

But I don’t want to be part of your agenda,

she said. So I drink my coffee,

wondering if I have an agenda,

trying to understand her need for space

that’s not really space but distance

and looking for a way to tell her

that shunning her sister

denies the place from

where they both came.

Me, mid-1990s.



Little Bits of My Mother…and Daughters

Ever since Heidi and Melanie went their own ways, I have often

felt the disconcerting sensation of there being two bits of me

floating around out there somewhere distant. The feeling has

intensified now that they both live half a continent away. One result

of this is that, occasionally, I feel a twinge of regret at not staying in

better contact with my mother when we lived in far-flung places as

a young family (okay, and sometimes not so far away).

There is some research that seems to put facts behind the

floating bits sensation – and reinforces the bond between mothers

and their children. Apparently, at birth cells migrate from mother to

fetus and can remain there long after the child becomes an adult.

The reverse is true too: In addition to having some of our mother’s

cells in our bodies, we probably left some of our own behind when

we were born. This phenomenon is called “microchimerism.”

The jury is still out on whether this is a good or a bad thing from

a health perspective. The left-behind cells may benefit the mother’s

health – by promoting tissue repair in thyroid, liver, heart, and

cervix, and improving the immune system – but may also cause

adverse effects, such as triggering autoimmune diseases. That’s of

particular interest to me, given the lupus that is prevalent on my

mother’s side of the family.

Aside from crossing the placental barrier, it appears that DNA

can also cross the brain barrier. Microchimerism of male fetal origin

has recently been reported by researchers as appearing in the

brains of women as old as one hundred. (Interestingly, the women

studied who had Alzheimer’s disease had significantly less male

DNA in their brains than did other women.)

So we mothers likely have three generations of cells in our

bodies – our own as well as some from our mothers and some from

our children. That’s an explanation for my floating bits feeling. And

it also provides plenty of support for my current task of trying not to

complain when somebody tells me that I’m just like my mother.



Unless

Unless…

I can undo the past,

write my first novel,

find some joy in my mother’s eyes,

learn to carry my age with me,

coax new life into my dusty ivy plant.

Unless…

I can erase the creases in the corners

of my eyes,

find the words between silence and

I love you,

remember how to be a friend,

choose another opiate than wine,

learn to understand my daughters.

Just in Case…

I dream again that my daughter had

my mother’s face,

at someone else’s wedding

that took place in the house

where I was a child.

Learning unhappiness, early 1960s.



Mothering & Daughtering

Have I learned enough

about mothering

and daughtering?

Have I perfected

the language of respect,

the way of nurturing

that preserves autonomy

yet intervenes if

something else is required?

The way of relating

that risks being myself

when we’re together

while preserving the bond

when we’re not?

Our daughters went to bed when

they were tired. Or not.

Trust and respect for Heidi and Melanie

is an important part of my parenting .



Mothering for the Good of All

I dislike commercialized holidays. Although Christmas used to be

problematic because of expectations, the one that I struggle with

the most is Mother’s Day. My daughters came to tolerate that at an

early age and humored me; my mother never did understand

because she took my dislike of Mother’s Day personally. And maybe

she wasn’t so off-track with that. Appearances were important to

her; everyone else was falling over themselves to give their

mothers cards, candy, flowers, dinners, jewelry, and ever larger

gifts…so why wasn’t I? Because I couldn’t just keep up appearances

like that. Mother’s Day was the one time of the year when I most

felt the agony – and the futility – of trying to express closeness to

someone who wouldn’t let me get close. They don’t make cards for

that.

I think that the occasion would benefit from being called

“Mothers’ Day” – the adjusted apostrophe indicating a celebration

of all mothers, and not just one’s own. It appears that was the

intention of the original Mother’s Day, which was a protest against

war and a celebration of peace. In an attempt to unite women in the

cause of finding peaceful resolutions to conflicts, suffragette and

poet Julia Ward Howe (1819-1910) issued a Declaration to that

effect in 1870. I wonder if the apostrophe placement there was

inadvertent or intentional!

Julia failed in her attempts to get a formal recognition of a

Mother’s Day for Peace, but after her death, her daughter took up

the crusade. So, as the story goes, U.S. President Woodrow Wilson

declared the first national Mother’s Day in 1912. The celebration

eventually spread to other countries. In the mid-1980s, a group of

friends (who were also fellow peace activists) and I decided to share

what we’d learned about the history of Mother’s Day. With our

children’s help, we made flyers, and took out an ad in our local

newspaper, financed and signed by women in the community, to

tell Julia Ward Howe’s story.

I love her story because, like many other women activists and

advocates, my work is rooted in my experience of mothering.

Bringing a child into this world teaches us – perhaps in a way

nothing else can – about the emotional, social, cultural, economic,



educational, and environmental responsibilities that are part of

being human. I can’t claim to have shouldered all those

responsibilities, but I try to use my talents and available resources

generously. And instead of expecting flowers, cards, and gifts from

my daughters on Mother’s Day, the only gift I want from them is

that they continue to use their talents and resources for a better

world, whether or not it has anything to do with celebrating the

production and raising of children.

Melanie, Heidi, and me at grandma’s

house, learning to gracefully accept gifts that we didn’t like.



Writing, Waiting, Aging

So many memories are of waiting:

four-year-old in white skirt

waiting for parents to take her

on a Sunday afternoon drive.

Nineteen-year-old watching the calendar

‘til her lover’s trip ended

and he came home a stranger.

Newly married waiting for husband

to drive home in a snow storm.

Waiting for babies to be born

For teenagers to come home…

For the right combination of words to form

so I can begin writing again.

Poems used to be easier to write.

They rushed out of my teenaged psyche

with the ease of youth that relishes pain.

Now, it’s become harder

to mold forty years of wisdom

into tiny bundles of clarity.

Middle age is a time of vagueness,

a time to qualify everything

with the ambivalence of perspective.

The mysteries are getting harder to sort out

and the intricacies of maturity

have temporarily silenced my pen.



My proud mother and I on the front lawn of our house, with theschool that I would eventually attend in the background.



Roses on her Grave

My mother was a poor gardener.

A few roses, a row of sweet peas,

some grown-wild lily of the valley

and the neighbor’s lilacs

bordered the grass in our backyard.

Each spring she gave away blossoms

from the overgrown red rose bushes

that hung off the front porch

for the lapels of young boys graduating

from the school across the street.

I don’t recall wearing any myself –

maybe I hated roses then too. Or school.

Now when I visit my mother

she speaks of dying,

of funeral arrangements

and cemetery plots,

of my father’s death 25 years ago.

As a child I went with them

on Sunday afternoons

to my grandparents’ grave,

tended the flowers and trimmed the grass

that grew over the stone.

Petunias, I recall. And pansies.

I could never understand

why she didn’t plant perennials

but now I know it had to do

with being seen to care.

I scorn those neat little blossoms now

in my own garden, in favor of

obnoxious sunflowers

and independent daisies.

Will she expect me to plant roses

on her grave...or neat little annuals

to demonstrate my guilt?



Parenting Our Parents

My mother used to take care of me. When I was in my

mid-fifties and she was in her mid-nineties, the tables turned

and the child began to parent the parent. Watching an aging parent

succumb to end-of-life issues can be painful. It can also be over-

whelming, especially for someone who has spent her adult life

espousing alternative values around family, community, human

rights, and de-institutionalization.

The prospect of moving my ninety-six-year-old mother into a

long-term care home made me question many aspects of both my

values and the way our society treats its elders – let alone its

children. I am aware that this can be the ultimate in assembly line

living, relegating a person to a thing in storage, which we hope

won’t need too much attention until it’s time to dispose of it. Isn’t it

ironic that as we are surviving longer, we are often forced to

surrender freedom and control in order to get the support and

services we need? Our culture views aging as a process of

diminishment, so elders enter a new phase of living-that’s-not-

really-living in a world that is often uninterested in them as

individuals and unreceptive to their unique gifts and needs.

I struggled mightily with the idea of putting my mother, who

was rapidly developing vascular dementia and suffering from a

related series of small strokes, into a long-term care home. Perhaps

as some sort of throwback to a childhood of being shushed, I lost my

voice during that time – both literally and figuratively. At the

beginning of the process, I was unable to communicate easily with

my mother about what was happening to her. I was also

uncharacteristically timid with the various people with whom I had

to deal to navigate the health care system. Eventually, a bout of

laryngitis became my excuse for silence. Normally, when I have

problems in life, I write; that voice was silenced for a while too.

However, meeting my mother’s needs had grown beyond the

scope of our home, and my time and ability. So I eventually found

her a place that I thought would take good care of her. It didn’t. I

had much more advocacy work to do, much more noise to make,

and much more muscle to flex before she had a safe place to stay.

Only after she had moved to her final home did I learn how really



awful the first place was. Shortly after the move, a newspaper

investigation turned up violence among residents on the floor

where she had been living, as well as incidences of poor quality care

and the questionable death of one of her former roommates.

The average nursing home is based upon a medical model,

where residents are seen as ill and dependent (and they often are),

where professional but often overworked staff members provide

treatment (when the residents would often be better off with some

time and attention), and where daily life revolves around admini-

strative needs rather than the needs of the residents. In effect,

residents become known by their diagnoses and elderly foibles (my

mother was “the lady who swallowed her hearing aid”), rather than

their unique personalities, and are offered a sometimes half-

hearted menu of structured, often infantile activities. Nobody even

cared enough to call my mother by her preferred name Kay (or even

Kathileen), in spite of my pleading; she was always Pearl in the

nursing home because that’s what her records showed, even

though it befuddled her fading mind.

There are whispers of transformative change. A few pioneering

individuals and organizations are trying to change the values,

practices, and culture of elder care. Some are improving conditions

in assisted care facilities; others are expanding their vision beyond

the walls of nursing homes to envision a culture of aging that is

life-affirming and humane wherever seniors live – in their own or

extended families’ homes or in facilities. But my mother’s

experience reminded me that we must move beyond the belief that

“normal life” happens between ages eighteen and seventy, so that

childhood is no longer a preparation for the real world and old age is

more than a holding pattern prior to death. Our elders, like our

children, deserve respect and honor, rather than warehousing.

And all of us must speak up for that right.



My mother holds me, the baby,

in the living room of the house where I grew up, 1950.

Sitting with my ninety-four-year-old mother in

her over-heated senior’s residence, 2004.



Spirals

One of the things I have learned today

is that a spiral doesn’t have to be downwards.

It’s just a cycle that moves through time,

a movement that always returns to itself,

although never to exactly the same place.

Sitting on a patio this warm winter day,

I notice the way the wind

lifts a piece of paper

and carries it across the street on its current,

like a whirlpool of water

or the spiral curl of waves

in an ocean place

where I’d rather be than here.

I remember the spiral of an umbilical cord

as it lay warm and wet on my young belly,

coiled there as she began to grow away from me,

surely upward and outward to a life of her own.

I think about the pale green fronds of fern

that will twist their way

through the thawing soil soon

in the front garden of our old house.

And now I know how to protect my heart

from shriveling up with old age.



In Our Right Minds

I tried hard to understand what happens when one’s mind fails,

not to fear my mother’s escalating confusion and the paranoia

and other hostile behaviors that accompanied it. And now I want to

learn what there is to know about myself from having observed her

dementia, and how I can prevent, or at least stall, dementia’s claim

on my own brain in thirty or forty years.

I know and follow all the regular suggestions: Take anti-

oxidants, keep the brain active, stay healthy and fit, maintain a

social network. And I wonder about our culture’s definition of

sanity!

But my search has taken me deeper. For instance, there is the

University of Pennsylvania study where memory loss was reversed

through daily yogic meditation that dramatically increased blood

flow to the area of the brain associated with learning and memory.

And there’s also evidence that the practice of meditation might

allay the fear with which we view dementia, allowing us to be

kinder and more trusting – and less angry or paranoid – if it does

knock on our door.

I’ve been thinking that our personal histories, as well as our

attitudes about life in the present, probably influence the way we

face such issues of aging. Memory allows us to bring forward some

elements of past experiences into the present. And doesn’t the way

our memory composes the past determine our future?

There are some psychologists who suggest that, rather than

viewing dementia as a debilitating illness, we could perceive it as an

altered state of consciousness from which there is much to learn.

(This is not to diminish the pain and hardship both caregivers and

those afflicted with dementia can suffer.)

Nader Robert Shabahangi, founder of the Pacific Institute,

which teaches non-pathologizing, non-judgmental techniques of

caregiving, has pursued this idea. In a 2005 paper entitled

“Redefining Dementia: Between the World of Forgetting and

Remembering,” he wrote, “What is called dementia can be

understood as an invitation to remember something we may have

forgotten in our hurried lives. Those ‘suffering’ from dementia –

through their very forgetting – can remind us of the rich and



complex essence of our humanity, an essence at least as much

about being as about doing, as much about wonder as about

knowing, as much about forgetting as about remembering.”

When a small child wanders in the moment, pausing to explore

and discover objects lying in her path and forgetting her

destination, most of us would say that her experience was

enriched. But most of us also believe that adults need to have a

better sense of direction than a child has, to be more focused, more

purposeful, more goal- and success-oriented.

The definition of success in our economy, as much as in our own

lives, revolves around constant growth. And since we measure

success as growth – gaining more money, more speed, more

memory – we experience dementia as a negative because it impairs

growth as we have defined it.

As Shabahangi says, because we worship gain, dementia is a

metaphor for loss. That’s why, when a person with dementia

behaves like that small child, we find her unfocused wanderings to

be sad, socially unacceptable, even embarrassing. And some of us

may even find that behavior a bit scary…. I struggled with that fear

when I was a five-year-old watching my Granddad’s mind slipping

away and experienced his behavior towards me changing. I

struggled with it again as I tried to relate to my mother. And I

struggle with the idea of losing my own control someday.

However, I have realized that there is a valuable lesson to be

learned from people with dementia – one that we must learn if we

are to pull ourselves out of our current ecological and economic

crises. People whose minds are failing them can teach us to

re-examine our obsession with growth-at-all-cost, and how we

pursue and measure goals. Being with my mother challenged my

patience but it demonstrated to me the value of slow – quality over

quantity, joy in the moment and in the tiny, shiny bits of life. It also

reminded me about the importance of things that don’t always fit

into my hectic schedule.

All it takes is a little attention paid to the value of time, in the

same way that our children flourish when we gift them with our

time, trust, and patience. The elderly can remind us that the

journey matters much more than the final destination.



Kitchen Poem

The jars containing three kinds

of dried beans

and two colors of lentils

have grown dusty

sitting on the wooden shelf

in my kitchen.

It has been many months

since I cooked,

baked bread,

wrote a poem.

A small, drab yellow bird

stops for a moment

on a tree in my barren backyard.

Words that I want to say to you

are now stirring in the kitchen

of my imagination,

waiting to be preserved

for future generations of daughters.



Melanie and my mother (age 95) in the lobby of her senior’s home.



Death Watch

From my journal: December 12, 2008
A call from the nursing home. My mother has had a big stroke, bigger than all the

previous ones. I don’t do this kind of stuff well.

Later…

She is sleeping. Doesn’t recognize me, which isn’t so strange, given that she’s been

confusing me with Melanie for months.

What matters now, apparently, is whether or not she regains her swallow reflex. I’ve

asked for no artificial feeding as per her written instructions (thankful for them now so I

don’t have to second-guess her), but she has not been eating much anyway. If that changes,

she might make it to Christmas. If not, her days are numbered.

I have to try and figure out whether or not this is yet a catastrophe; it’s definitely

what they call “a turn for the worse.” Haven’t called Melanie and Heidi yet. Will wait until

I see how she is, so I don’t pull the alarm too soon yet again; this seeming-end has happened

before.

December 14, 2008
I guess I’m on a death watch. They called me early this morning to say her breathing

has changed. I called Melanie – her favorite granddaughter – who is coming in a few days

for Christmas, and Rolf will email Heidi.

I read somewhere that hearing and touch are the last to go. So I hold her hand and tell

her it’s okay for her to leave, that I can take care of myself and that I – we – love her. I

don’t know if she hears; her hearing aid is long gone. I sense she’s dying in the same way she

lived: not letting me in. Her breathing is labored. They have her hooked up to oxygen. She

looks like a baby bird. I feel awkward because she has never liked me touching her.

Seems futile sitting here but I need to stay, if not for me, then for Melanie. I promised

her a while back that I’d try not to let her grandmother die alone; that seems important to



her. So here I sit, listening to the hum of the oxygen machine and thinking about her. About

me. Should have brought a book to read. Am feeling dis oriented…as a daughter and as a

mother.

She is well-loved here. They like her because she is polite. She always said “thank

you,” they tell me, already slipping into the past tense. I guess I want to be remembered for

more than being polite, but it’s something.

Staff keeps popping in to check on her. And on me, which is nice; this coffee was much

needed. Am I supposed to be dis traught? One woman lingers to tell me that as soon as dinner

was over each evening my mother would put up her hand to ask a question. (Now that’s

polite!) Each day, she would ask when bedtime was. Six o’clock. They’d put her into her

nightgown and robe. She’d lower the blind and take her robe off and put it on the chair and

ring the bell to ask to be put into bed. Please and thank you. Some of them are now praying

and crying. I’m doing neither.

The head nurse just came in. She says, “She’s ready. She looks peaceful.” And, yes,

she does. More peaceful than I’ve seen her in my whole life. No frown either. Have never

watched anybody die before, so I don’t know what to expect. Her breathing is really

irregular now.

She’s disappearing before my eyes. I take her hand and talk to her again, just in case.

Stroke her hair. Ask for some ice to moisten her mouth because she’s breathing through it.

December 15, 2008
She died just before midnight. We cleaned out her room right away so someone else can

be moved in. That’s the rule; there is a waiting list. She has so few belongings now; she gave

or threw most everything away in the few years before she stopped living on her own.

I imagine that she’s been cremated by now. I’m playing her corny Christmas CDs and

drinking whisky, trying to cry. There is pain about the mother I wanted but never had, and



about hearing that Heidi won’t be traveling here next week for the graveside ceremony.

Wish she wanted to be here, but will accept whatever she needs to do.

I’m not sad. This is more a transition than anything.

Am trying to find some comfort, if not understanding, in remembering my mother’s

inability to communicate, to let me be myself, to show love, and in her similarity to her eldest

granddaughter. The ghosts of lost meanings are with me tonight. Am I still a daughter? Or

an orphan.

I’m at peace with the fact that I was able to help her until the very end; how I felt

about her before no longer mattered because I was finally able to feel love and compassion

for her as the person who gave birth to me, who cared for me once like I was caring for her.

I think about that interview with Nathalie a year or so ago, when she expressed surprise

that I was able to handle her affairs. I just smiled and didn’t feel insulted. It makes me smile

now too.

I am still a daughter.

December 24, 2008
Melanie, Rolf, I, and the funeral director buried the ashes in the family plot on this

incredibly cold day. Well, we did the ritual; I guess some workers finished it off after we

left. Then the three of us went for lunch. Now it’s over.

Melanie and I have spent an evening hacking apart my mother’s two over-laden charm

bracelets. We bought two new chains, one for her and one for Heidi, and we’re creating two,

much simpler, bracelets from the old. I don’t want one; I have two of my own, created by my

mother, which I never wear. But this is the ritual that I wanted a week ago, a way to put her

to rest. The charms are a story of her life, or at least the second half of her life. Lots of

tokens from her travels. And two generic silver heads of young children, engraved on the

back with her granddaughters’ birth dates.



Brittle

I spent this dark, late fall afternoon

emptying my cupboards

with the opposite urgency

of the grey squirrel creating its winter stash

in the backyard that will soon

belong to someone else.

In midlife I’m shedding possessions

like bone mass,

shrinking the amount of space I take up,

becoming opaque

like my ancient mother’s skin.

I am packing and cataloguing fifty years

of accumulated experiences and regrets,

giving away the mistakes of the past

along with old dishes,

teenage love letters and shirts

that no longer fit.

Soon I’ll be free to soar.

Was that what my mother

was preparing for by always

sending me home with her castoffs?



Stuff and Nonsense

My maternal grandmother didn’t speak to me as much as she

spat words in my direction. And I can still hear her response

to my sharing of some six-year-old excitement or another: “Stuff

and nonsense!” She and my mother were quite similar. They were

both matter-of-fact women, calling things as they saw them. My

grandmother’s words kept going around in my head in the days

following my mother’s death – when having a bit more of her

“stuff” would have been comforting.

By the time my mother moved out of her home (a trailer that

was aging faster than she was) at age ninety-two, she had already

shed many of her belongings, including furniture, china, and a great

deal of clothing. She assumed I wouldn’t want any of it, although I

did manage to salvage a unique folding teak table that I had loved

since I was a child. Her granddaughters were offered their choice of

jewelry and knickknacks – and given the rejected pieces as gifts

over the next few years at birthdays and Christmases.

So when she died, she had few possessions left. In my

basement: six Royal Doulton figures that she wanted me to split

between Heidi and Melanie, a suitcase of clothing that had been

“too good for the nursing home,” her purse (with her wallet, which

contained nothing but her newspaper engagement notice,

yellowed and brittle but still readable, and an earlier photo of her

kissing a man not my dad), a few pieces of costume jewelry and her

wedding ring, unopened copies of all the books I’ve written and

contributed to, three bibles, two crumbling books of poetry that

used to be my dad’s, her green upholstered chair, and a walker. At

the nursing home: five sets of clothing, a pair of slippers, a broken

portable radio and headphones, the box for her lost hearing aid (the

one that replaced the one she swallowed), her glasses, her false

teeth, and her wheelchair.

That didn’t leave much for me to sort through in the days

following her death. I wondered if maybe she had moved on from

possessions in the same way she seemed to do with people. I know

she liked to feel in control and in charge. She’d had to be that way

many times – when her dad died when she was a nine-year-old,

during the Depression when she was the only person in her family



of eleven with a job, when my dad became ill and died. So it was

natural that she tried to take charge of the end of her life, writing a

Do Not Resuscitate order, planning and prepaying her cremation

and ash burial (and stipulating no memorial service), clearing out

her possessions. She was also protecting me from having to do that

work – either because she wasn’t sure I’d do it “right” or she just

wanted to lighten my burden. I wish she hadn’t. For one last time,

our wants and needs differed. In the few days before Melanie

arrived from across the country, and in the lead-up to Christmas, I

looked around in vain for some sort of ritual of disconnection,

something to ease my transition to motherless daughter. Sorting

through her stuff would have helped, I think. But it wasn’t to be.

And I’m sure that if she’d been there to hear me complain about it,

she’d have said, “Stuff and nonsense!”

She did leave me some wonderful old photographs, which

she’d ceded years earlier, and I cherish that frail gold wedding band

inscribed on the inside with the two initials and their wedding date.

But aside from that, there isn’t much else to remember her by, not

even many family stories. My mother and I had only a few

conversations of substance in my entire life. For many years, she

talked at me with commands and demands and warnings. Given

that we disagreed on almost everything, from politics and religion

to child rearing, relationships, and the optimum room temperature,

I wonder if she enjoyed disagreeing with me! She certainly

displayed a lack of curiosity about life that made her my opposite.

So by the time I was in my forties and she in her eighties, I got

through our weekly telephone calls (I forgot to phone her on

Sunday, mid-afternoon, at my peril) chatting about the weather,

her health (never mine – she didn’t ask), and a highly sanitized

version of what my daughters were up to. I figured that was fine,

since we were keeping up the connection that I’d always thought

was important. When I was a young mother and trying unsuccess-

fully to prompt her to talk about my childhood – and hers – I was

looking for clues to the motherline. Those are what Hope Edelman,

in her book Motherless Daughters says “transform the experiences

of [a woman’s] female ancestors into maps she can follow for

warning or encouragement.” But Pearl Kathileen just wasn’t

interested in reminiscing or sharing stories with me. I think I’m a



pretty good journalist, but even when I would put on my reporter

hat and ask direct questions, I’d only elicit a few sentences, ending

with a dismissive, “Oh, Wendy, that was a long time ago” and a

change of topic.

So in that week after she died, I had little in the way of family

legends to sort through instead of possessions. I didn’t miss her

because she’d left me a long time before dementia took her

another step away. I missed what I hadn’t had: the distance that I

never managed to bridge, the emotion we never overtly shared, the

stories I hadn’t heard, the facts I don’t know about my family…and

now never will.

When she died and I moved to the front of the line, I

determined that my daughters won’t feel the same lack when I die.

Melanie – the one who will probably end up doing the pre- and

post-death caretaking for me – jokes, “Just don’t leave me any

debts!” But I’m pretty sure I’ll leave her and her sister something

much richer than that…something much more than stuff and

nonsense. I’ve written and told many stories. Anyway, they’re

writing their own. And they’re good ones – clear-eyed, trans-

formative, wise, and definitely not nonsense.

Me, 2012

my mother, 1930s



Missing the Motherline

I’m a motherless daughter now.

I mourn the missing piece

of the motherline

as much as I mourn her…

the sharing

that I couldn’t make happen,

and that she didn’t want,

or wasn’t able to give.

She could have been

a direct connection

to my history and my gender.

Not having a guide

to finding the bond,

I have only partly

bridged the missing link

with my daughters.

I’ve learned so much about life

from my daughters.



The Mother Box

My motherhood

is carefully preserved

like the jars of food

stored on the kitchen shelf.

So many years

tightly bound up

in bags, bundles, boxes,

houses, closets, cocoons.

Now it’s time to let out the mysteries

taste the joy and stuff away the pain,

to exchange seed pods for medicine bundles,

to carefully pack away the mother womb

and search for new ways

to keep our lives intertwined.

Me, during Christmas at Melanie’s home, 2010.
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